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DEPf. OF EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS 
WESTERN illlNOJS UNIVERSITY 




FAMILY PRACT FA C. DEVELOPMENT erR. 
1600 PROVIDENCE DR. 





EXEC DEAN, INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 
1237RSI' 
UNIVERSl1Y OF NEBRASKA-UNCOI..N 






TEXAS TECH UNIVERSI1Y 





UNIV. OF WISCONSIN-RIVER FAllS 

















CHAIRMAN, a>MMUNICATIONS DEPf. 




313-689-8282 EXT. 274 
HOWARD B. AL'IMAN 
MODERN LANGUAGES & UNGUlSTICS 
UNIVERSfiY OF LOUlSVlll..E 
LOUISVILLE, KY 40292 
USA 
502-588-0485 
SUSAN A. AMBROSE 
CO-DIRECTORIUNIV TEACHING CENTER 
205 SMITH HALL 
CARNEGIE MELLON UNlVERSTIY 




RESEARCH ON TEACHING & LEARNING 
109 EAST MADISON 
UNIVERSITY OF MICEITGAN 




INTERIM ASSOC:. DEAN-EDUCATION 
KEAN COllEGE OF NEW JERSEY 
WARREN, Nr 07059 
USA 
201-527-2136 
OONAID H. AMICK 
'1:7 BLAZIER RD. 
RUTGERS-mE STATE UNlVERSTIY 




CEN1RE FOR UNIV TCHG & LNG 












OFFICE OFINS1RUCI10NAL DEVELOPMENT 
INS1RUCI10NAL PLAZA 
UNIV OF GEORGIA 
A mENS, G\ 30602 
USA 
404-542-1355 
WINIFRED E. ANDERSON 
INS1RUCilONALa>NSULTANT 
TEACEITNG RESOURCES erR 





FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPf. 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-OMAHA 
OMAHA, Nl 68182 
USA 
TIIOMAS A. ANGELD 
CENTER FOR FACUL1Y DEVEI.OPMEN 
1250 BELLFLOWER BLVD. 
CAUFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY -LOl\ 
LONG BEACH, CA 90840 
USA 
213-985-5260 
IlNDA F. ANNIS 
CENTER FOR TEACHING & LEARNING 
BB 310 
BALL STATE UNIVERSITY 




PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION 
BEMIDll STATE UNIVERSITY 
BEMIDll, MN 56601 
USA 
218-755-2934 
MARTHA S. ARNOlD 
CENTER FOR TEACHING & LEARNING 






HUBBARD CENTER FOR FACULTY 
ISS WHITENER HAll.. 
APPALACEITAN STATE UNIVERSITY 






SETON HALL UNIVERSITY 
sourn ORANGE. Nr 07079 
USA 
201-761-9170 
I'D'1 I. BAARD 





031-224030 EXT. 2255 
PHn. BACKUJND 
PROF., COMMUNICATIONS DEPf. 
CEN1RAL WASEITNGTONUNIVERSITY 
EllENSBURG, WA 98926 
USA 
509-963-1066 
JUDY G. BAILEY 
ASSISTANT DIREC'IOR 
CN1R roR lEACHING EFFECIIVENESS 
UNIVERSlTY OF DELAWARE 




DEPr. OF MODERN LANGUAGFS 
15249 NORTII 59 AVENUE 
AMERICAN GRAD SCHOOI..JINTERNTL MGMr 
GLENDALE, N. 85306 
USA 
602-978-7255 
KENNE1H R. BAlN 
CENTER roR lEACHING 
BOX 1537 STATION B 
V ANDERBll.TUNIVERSirY 









JACK BAKER. n 
TA 1RAININGCOORDINA10R 
lEACHING RFSOURCF.S CENTER 
UN1V OFCALIR>RNIA-DA VIS 




ASSISTANT ACADEMIC VICE PRESIDENT 
C101 ROCKWElL HAll. 
OOLaWX>STATE UNIVERSITY 





923 ROBm STREET 












OIAI.MERDA VEE UBRARY 






UNIVF.RSriY OF NEBRASKA-OMAHA 







ATIIENS, <H 45701 
USA 
614-593-1334 
JANE R. BECKER 
DEVELOPMENTALS1'UJ)Im 





srnw ART BEU.MAN 
DEPARTMENTOFENGUSH 
1200 UNIVERSITY 
BI..ACK HILLS STATE UNIV.· 
SPEARFISH, Sl 57783 
USA 
STEPHEN G. BEMII.l.ER 
COORDINAT<R, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
CAIJFORNIA ST UNIVERSI'IY -CHICO 
cmco, C'A 95926 
USA 
916-895-5318 
C. C. BENDER 
PRFSIDENT 
3138 WAIAI..AE, 1436 




ASSOC DEAN OF FACULTY 
1140 BOYLSTON STREET 
BERKUm COlLEGE OF MUSIC 
Bam>N, MA0221S 
USA 




WARRENSBURG, M> 64093 
USA 
816-429-4780 
VI BlENERT, MANAGER 
HUMANRFSOURCE DEVELOP. 
4131 YUCULTACRESCENT 





CENTER FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE 
RT. 10 & CENTER GROVE ROAD 
COUNTY COlLEGE OF MORRIS 
RANDOLPH, NJ 07869 
USA 
201-328-5070 
ELA1NI L BINGHAM 
DIRECfOR, KELLOGG INS1TllJTE 
NATIONAL CENTER FOR DEV. ED. 
APPALACHIAN STATE UNIVERSITY 




ACADEMIC MEDIA SERVICES 
CAMPUS BOX 379 
UNIVF.RSriY OF a>LORAOO ATBOUL 




TA DEVELOPMENT & 1RAINING OFHC 
109 E. MADISON 
UNIVERSITY OFMICIDGAN 





GEORGIA INS1TIUI'E OFTEaiNOLOG' 










DEPrOF FAMn.Y PRACTICE & COMM 
516 DEI..A WARE STREET SFJBOX #381 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 




DIR, INS1RUCTIONALDEV C1R 
1280 MAIN STREET W. GSB-217 
MCMASTER UNIVERSrrY 
HAMILTON, LSS 4K1 
CANADA 
416-525-9140 X4540 
ARVID J. BI..OOM 
PSYaiOLOGY DEPI'. 





DONALD M BOEHNKER 
FACULTYINS'IRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
WOODWARD HAIL 
UNIV. OF NEW MEXICO 




DIRJPEW FACULTY FEU..OWSHIP IN INTL AFFAIR 
79 JOHN F. KENNEDY STREET 
JOHN F. KENNEDY SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 





l301-16TH AVE. N.W. 




GEORGE A. BOHlEN 
MGMf INFO SYSTEMS&. DEOSION SCIENCES 
300 COLLEGE PARK 
UNIVERSfiY OF DA YION 




FACULTY INS1R. SUPPORT OFFICE 
ECC: BLDG 231 
SUNY -S'IONYBROOK 




CEN'IER FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING 
KENT UBRARY,ONE UNIVERSITY PLAZA 
SOUTIIEASTMISSOURI STAlE UNIVERSITY 
CAPE GIRARDEAU, M> 63701 
USA 
314-651-2298 
PA11UaA A. OOOK 
DEAN, SCHOOL OF CONilNUING EDUCATION 
510SECOND A VENUE 
UNIVERSlTYOF ALASKA-FAIRBANKS 





NORLIN S461, BOX 11360 
UN1VERSI.1YOFCOI.DRADO 
BOUlDER, CD 80309 
USA 
303-492-4902 
GLYNIS WILSON BOULTBEE 
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT ANIMA TECR 
P.O. BOX 5005 
RED DEER COLLEGE 
RED DEER, T4N 
CANADA 
403-342-3300 
RONALD K. BOYER 
PSYCHOWGY DEPARTMENT 
334 DYER HALL (ML 376) 
UNIVERSnY OF CINClNNA TI 









BONNIE S. BRAUN 
ASSOC. DIRECI"OR 
109 HUTCHESON HALL 
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNICJNST. 




DJRECTOR, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
235 BENJAMIN DRIVE 
A mENS AREA TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 










DAVID E. BRIGHAM 
BOXIf356C 




COORDINATOR FACULTY&. ACA DEV 
HUBBARD CI'R/155 WHITENER HALL 
APPALACHIAN STATE UNIVERSITY 
BOONE, M: 28608 
USA 
704-262-3040 
ES1liER M BROOKS 
TEACHING&. LEARNING CENTER 
121 BENTON HALL 




DONALD R. BROWN 
DIR, CIR R>R RESEARCH ON LEARN!? 
109 EAST MADISON 
UNIVER.SnY OF MICHIGAN 
ANN ARBOR, MI 48109 
USA 
313-763-0161 
SUZANNE S. BROWN 
ASSOC. VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACA 
BOX 809, 301 MARKET STREET 
STATE SYSTEM OF ffiGHER EDUCA TIC 




FAMILY PRACT FAC. DEVELOPMENT 
1600 PROVIDENCE DR. 




DAVID R. BUCKHOI.DT 
ASSOC. VICE PRESIDENT/ACADEMIC 






DIRECfOR, FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 
3800 VICTORY PARKWAY 
XAVIER UNIVERSnY 




3080 CORYDON ROAD 




SUNY AT ONEONTA 





SEtON HALL UNIVERSITY 
SOUTH ORANGE, NJ 07079· 
USA 
WILLIAM F. BURKE 
CEN'IER FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE 
KUYKENDAll. HALL 107 1733 DONAG 
UNIVERSlTY OF HAW Ali AT MANOA 




ASSISTANT DEAN, GRADUA 1E SCHOOL 
325 FRENOI ADMIN. BLDG. 
W ASHING'ION SI'A1E UNIVERSITY 





12345 COllEGE AT QUIVIRA 
JOHNSON COUN1Y COMMUNTIY COlLEGE 
OVERLAND PARK. KS 66210 
USA 
913-469-8500 EXT. 4437 
JUDY BURTNER 
EXT. SPEC.- ORGAN. DEVELOP. 
101 N. 14TH 
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSI'. 





SETON HAIL UNIVERSITY 
SOUTH ORANGE, NT 07079 
USA 
OONAID BUSHAW 
VICE PROVOST FOR INSI'RUCIION 
428 FRENOI ADMIN. BLDG. 





DEPARTMENT OF POUUCAL SCIENCE 
240 ARTS & SCIENCES HAU.. 




[£] J.2SLEY K. CAFARElli 
ASST VICE PRESIDENT- LEADERSHIP 
S60 PARK SQUARE COURT/400 SffiLEY SI'REET 
MN PRlV A1E COLLEGE RESEAROI roUND. 




<:E'liRAL W ASIDNGTONUNIVERS11Y 




MORRIS A VENUE 
KEANCOIJ..EGE OF NEW JERSEY 
UNION, NT 07083 
USA 
RAYMOND W. CAMPBElL 
CHAIRMAN, GENERAL SI'UDIF.S 
1520 EDISON BUILDING 
1HOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY 




OFFICE OF GSI 1RAINING 
30 SPROUL HAIL 




WIUJAM E. CASIDN 
DIR, CIR FOR FAC EV ALAND DEV 
1615 ANDERSON A VENUE 




WIUJAM N. CA1HEY 
ACTING VICE PRESIDENT/ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
110 CLARK ADMIN BLDG. 
UNIVERSITY OFNEV ADA AT RENO 





12TH FLOOR ANDERSON HALL 022-01 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 




PROGRAM DIR/FACULTY & TA DEVELOPMENT 
20 LORD HALL, 124 WEST 171H AVE 
OIUOSI'A 1E UNIVERSITY 





ASSOC. COLLEGES OF THE ST. LAWRENCE 
PCJTSDAM COIJ..EGE 




P.O. BOX 1005, WOODLAWN RD. 
NIAGARA COLLEGE OF APPUED ARTS & 1EOI 
WEIJ..AND,ONTARIO L3B 5S2 
CANADA 
416-735-2635 
VICTORIA L <lHXJ 
OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEN 
FAIROIILDHALL215 
KANSAS Sf A 1E UNIVERSITY 





UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA .OMAHA 
OMAHA, !IE 68182 
USA 
402-554-2427 
WIUJAM E. COFFEY 
OFFICE OF THE OIANCELLOR. CSU 
400 GOLDEN SHORE 
THE CALiroRNIA SI'A 1E UNIVERSITY 




10 ALICE SI'REET 




GUY C. COLARUill 
HILLYER200 
200 BLOOMFIELD AVENUE 
UNIVERSITY OFHARTR>RD 




TEACIDNG R>R LEARNING CENTER 
404 BERGEN SI'REET 
SUNY/COLLEGE AT OLD WESTBURY 




ASSOC DEAN/UNDERGRAD PROG, FAC 
ELIZABE1H A VENUE 
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OFNEWFOUl 




ASSISTANT DEAN/INS1RUCIION OFFJ 
435 COLLEGE A VENUE 
MODESTO JUNIOR ffilLEGE 




ASSOC. VP-HUMAN RESOURCE MGM 
GROVER CLEVELAND 500 
SI'A1E UNIV COLLEGE AT BUFFALO 





KEAN COIL OF NEW JERSEY 
UNION, NJ 07083 
USA 
201-527-3069 
WINNlE B. ax.>KE 
TEACHING CENTER DIRECfOR 
1723 NW 39TH DRIVE 
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 




DEAN/ARTS & SCIENCES 
P.O. BOX 97344 
BAYLOR UNIVERSITY 





UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 




DIS'IRICI' ASSOC. DEAN OF INSTRUCTION 
3~1PANTinmSVRLEROAD 
DEKAlB OOil...OOE 




731 21ST A VENUE SOUTII 
AUGSBURG OOILEGE 
MINNEAPOUS, MN 55454 
USA 
612-330-1092 
JOANNE G. CDR'IESE 
DEYI'. OF HUMANITIES/SOCIAL SCIENCES 
WFST PARKsnumT 
Mr. TECH 
BUITE. MI' 59701 
USA 
406-496-4460 
PHll.JP G. COTI'ELL, JR. 
ASSOCIATE PROF. OF ACCOUNTANCY 






ClR FOR UNIV. TEAOUNG AND LEARNING 





MILTON D. OOX 
ASSOC PROV, TCHG EFFECTIVENESS PROGS 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY 
OXR>RD, <H 45056 
USA 
513-529-6722 
RICHARD CRAIN, JR. 
MECHANICAL & MATERIALS ENGR 
209 SI.DAN HAIL 
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY 




EDUCATIONAL& CAREER CONSULTANT 
130WOODCREST DRIVE 




LEARNING ENHANCEMENT SERVICE 
OOLLEGE OF ST. BENEDICI' 
ST. JOHN'S UNIVERSITY 
OOUIDEVIILE. MN 56321 
USA 
612-363-3133 




JOSEPH N. CROWLEY 
PRFSJDENT 
PRESIDENTS OFHCE 
UNIVERS11YOFNEV ADA AT RENO 
RENO, NV 89557 
USA 
JANICE A. CUlLEN 
FACULTY-PROGRAM DEVEI.DPMENT 
P.O. BOX ##2408 
MIDLANDS TECHNICALOOILEGE 
OOLUMBIA, SC 29223 
USA 
803-738-7610 
ri\1 RUIH D'HOILANDER 
I.!!J FACULTYDEVEI.DPMENTUAISON 





CliRISTOPHER DARDIS, DIRECI'OR 
CENTER FOR TEACHING 
4415 MANHATIAN OOILEGE PARKWAY 
MANHATIAN OOll..EGE 
BRONX, NY 10471 
USA 
212-920-0272 
ROBERT DASZKIEWlCA, FSC 
ASSISTANT ACADEMIC DEAN 
1000CHREPOINTROAD 
SALVE REGINA COil..EGE 




MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPT. 
GEORGIA INSITIUIE OF TECHNOLOG' 
A1LANTA, G\ 30332 
USA 
BARBARA GROSS DAVIS 
DEAN OF EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPME 
932 HIILDALE A VENUE 




JAMES R. DAVIS 
DIRECTOR,.CENTER FOR FACULTY 
2135 EAST WESLEY A VENUE!WESLE'J 
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER 
DENVER. m 80208 
USA 
303-871-3650 
JOHN A. DA V1S 
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 
459 HOLLAND UBRARY BUILDING 
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY 





7522 WOODSIDE DRIVE 
MICHAEL L. DAVIS CONSULTING 




ACADEMIC AFFAIRS OFHCE 
3251 PANTHERSVRLEROAD 
DEKAU3 OOUEGE 




TEACHING RFSOURCF.S CENTER 
17 WEllMAN HAIL 




KAREN DA V&>N-WOOD 





ARAYA DEBF.SSA Y 
BUSINESS & EOONOMICS-AcaJUNITNG 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 




DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION 
900 FIFill S1REET 
MAlASPINA COllEGE 




I...IfE AND HEAL1H SCIENCES 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 
NEWARK. m 19716 
USA 
302-451-2027 
THOMAS J. DELONG 
ASSOC. DEAN/HONORS & GENERAL EDUCATION 
350BMSRB 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSl1Y 





321 a>LEMAN HALL 
EASTERNILUNOIS UNIVERSTIY 





4025 CAMINO DEL RIO SOUTH 
NATIONAL UNlVERSl1Y 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92108 
USA 
619-563-7147 
NANCY A DIAMOND 
OFF OFINS'IRUCTIONAL DEVEI.DP. 





ROBERT M. DIAMOND 
ASST VICE CHANCELLOR.CIR FOR INSTR. DEV. 
lll WAVERLY AVE., SUITE 220 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSl1Y 
SYRACUSE, NY 13244 
USA 
315-443-4571 
GERARD A DJZINNO 
COORD., OUTroMES ASSESSMENT 
ONE CAMINO SANTA MARIA 
ST. MARY'S UNIVERSITY 




DEPT. OF SOCIOI.DGY, CSUS 
6000 J STREET 





SCHOOL OF LIBERAL STUDIES 
106 HARVEY HALL 
UNIV OF WISCONSIN-STOUT 





4025 CAMINO DEL RIO SOUTH 
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92108 
USA 
619-563-7252 
SUSANNE S. DRURY 
FACULTY ASSOCIATE 
CNTR. FOR TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 




STUDENT AFFAIRS PROGRAM COORD INA TOR 
125 CHAPMAN HALL 
UNIV. OF OREGON 





CENTER FOR TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 
NEWARK. m t97t6 
USA 
302-451-2027 
MARY DEAN DUMAIS 
MORRIS A VENUE 
KF.AN a>ll.EGE OF NEW JERSEY 
UNION, NJ 07083 
USA 
D. DEAN DUNHAM, JR 
FACULTY INS'IRUCllONAL AIDE 
Wll..llAM JEWEll. roll.EGE 
UBERTY, M> 64068 
USA 
816-781-7700 X5695 
A L. I:>UHmEl 





031-224030 EXT. 2058 
MERLENE MOODY DWINEll. 
DEPT.EBA 





rv-1 KA THIEEN D. EASfER 
~ ASSOC. DEAN OF GRAD STUDIES & RJ 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 




LINCOLN SCHOOL OF HEAL1H SCIENC 
625 SWANSON STREET 
LATROBE UNIVERSITY 
CARLTON VICTORIA 3053 
A.USTRAllA 
03-342-0222 
JANINE C. EDWARDS 
DIR., RESEARCH IN MEDICAL EDUCA' 
1402 S. GRAND BLVD. LRC 101 
ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF M 




ASSOCIATE DEAN/ACADEMIC AFFAlF 
444 GREEN STREET 
MOUNTWACHUSETTCOMMUNITY a 




1 LOMB MEMORIAL DRIVE 
P.O. BOX #9887 
ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OFTECHNOL< 
ROCHESTER, NY 14623 
USA 
716-475-6932 
NANCY JO EGLY 
2943 NORTH 51 APT. #1 




DIAA:ENTER FOR TEAanNG ENHANC 
LIBRARY618 
UNIV. OF SOUTH Fl.DRIDA 




3608 DIAMOND HEAD aRCLE 
HONOWW, m 9681 S 
USA 
808-923-4474 
CHARLES P. ElllaiT 
DEPI'. OF POLIIlCAL SCIENCE 





2929 PL YMOUTII RD, STE 207 
GR LAKES COllEGES ASSN 
ANN ARBOR. Ml48105 
USA 
313-761-4833 
BRET R. ElllS 
INFO SYSTEMS & COMPUTER SCIENCE 
55-220 KULANUI STREET 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV-HA WAll 




FACULTYf.)l' AFF DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY 
976 RANSOM ROAD 
BUFFALO STATE COllEGE 




TEACHING SUPPORT SERVICES 
UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH 
GUELPH, ONTARIO N1G 
CANADA 
519-824-4120 
LYNNDA J. EMERY 
REHAB SCENCFS 
822 BEALE, SUITE 11345 





DIRECTOR OF FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 
28SO MCCAU.IE A VENUE 
1HEMCCAlllESCHOOL 




PLANNING, RESOURCES & FACULTY DEVELOP. 
821 STE. CROIX BLVD. 
VANIER COU.EGE 




INS'IRUCilONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
IDP201CHAFEE 







UNIVERSTIY OF RHODE ISLAND 
KINGSTON, R1 02881 
USA 
401-792-5078 
HY AaNIH EVANS 
FACULTY OF EDUCATION 
UNIV. OF 1HE WFSTINDIFS 





LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSTIY 
BAlONROUGE, IA 70803 
USA 
504-388-1135 
rU1 NANCY FABRlZE 
l!..J 1 LOMB MEMORIAL DRIVE, BOX # 9887 
N1L TECHNICALINST. FOR THE DEAF 
ROCHFSI'ER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 




DARLAND CTR, 320 BOHANNEN HALL 
UNIV MINNESOTA-DULUTH 
DULU1H, MN 55812 
USA 
ROBERT F. FAll( 
ACTING DEAN OF mE OOUEGE 
LONG HAll., ROOM 212/CAMPUS BOX 157 
LYCOMING OOU.EGE 




DEAN OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
BOYDEN HAIL 





LEARNING&: TEAOIING CEN1RE 
P.O. BOX 1700 
UNIVERSITY OF VICI'ORIA 
VICTORIA, BRITISH VSW 
CANADA 
604-721-8571 
GERAlD G. FARR 
FACULTY ADVANCEMENTCIR 
SWTEXAS STATE UNIVER.STIY 






.MEMORIAL ill\'IVERSITY OF NEWFOUl 




ACADEMIC AFFAIRS OFFICE 
3251 PANTHERSVILLE ROAD 
DEKALB OOILEGE 




CENTER R>R INSlRUCTIONAL DEVEL 
SUITE 220, 111 WAVERLY A VENUE 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSTIY 




COMMIITEE OF TEACHING QUAUIY 
MAXWEll. LIBRARY 
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE 





203 SMTI1I HALL 
CARNEGIE :MELLON UNIVERSITY 




ASSOC DIR.CENTRE R>R THE SUPPOR 
4700 KEELE STREET/140 CENTRAL SQ 
YORK UNIVERSITY 
NORTH YORK, M3J 
CANADA 
416-736-5754 
ANN S. FERREN 
ASST. PROVOST FOR ACADEMIC DEVJ 
4400 MASSACHUSETTS AVE NW ASBl 




ELIZABETH F. FIDELER 
TEACHING/LEARNING & PROF. DEV. 
SO OAKlAND STREET 
MASSACHUSETIS BAY CO~• 




DIR.CENTIR R>R PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMffi\.'1 
BEMIDJI sr A 'rn UNIVERSITY 




INS'IRUCI10NAL DEV PROG 
116 CARNEGIE BUilDING 
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA 




NJ INS'l1'1UIF.a>ll.EGIA 'rn 'rnA CHING & 
PRESIDENTS HAIL 
SETON HAIL UNIVERSITY 








JANET CAMERON FISHER 
CENTER FOR EFFECI1VE 'lEACHING 
5151 SfA'rn UNIVERSITY DRIVE 
CALIFORNIA Sf ATE UNIV-LOS ANGELES 





214MOSSMAN ADMIN. BUilDING 
UNIV OFNORTII CAROllNA~SBORO 





10 KENT RIDGE CRESCENT 





CAMPUS BOX 40 
UNIVF.RSl1Y OFOOLDRAOO 










ASSOC. VICE PRESIDENT 












PENNINGTON ROAD, CN 4700 
'IRENTON SfA'rnOOll.EGE 




AGRICUL'IURAL EDUCA llON 
SOUTII CAMPUS OOURTS F-25 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
WEsrl.AFAYIITIE, IN 47907 
USA 
GOORGE AUEDMAN 
PROFESSOR OF ENGUSH 
TOWSON Sf A 'rn UNIVERSITY 










CHAIR, FACUL'IY ASSISTANCE ADVISORY 
WILSON '1J17 
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY 




6S FAIRMONT S'IREET 




DIRECI'OR, Gf A PROGRAMS 
408 WESTOOTI 




UON F. GARDINER 
DEPT. OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
335 GREENWICH ST., APT. 148 
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY 




CEN'rnR R>R 'lEACHING & LEARNING 
CB #3470, 316 WILSON LIBRARY 
UNIVERSlTYOFNORTIICAROUNA 
CHAPEL HILL, !'C 2 7 599 
USA 
JOHN 0. GEIGER 
ASSOCIA 'rn PROVOSf 
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 




COORDINATOR FOR INS1RUCI10NAL 
INS'IRUCITONAL PLAZA 
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA 




ASSISTANT ACADEMIC DEAN 
MESSIAH OOILEGE 






UNIVERSITY OF MlallGAN 









201-748-9000 EXT. 274 
KENNETH I.. GOODHUE-MCWIUlAMS 
INSf. -ADVANCE OF 'mACH & LEARN 
800 NORm sr A 'rn COU.EGE 
CAUFORNIA sr ATE UNIVERSITY 




DIRECTOR, ACADEMIC PRACI1CE 
MARLAND HOUSE, SO GEORGE SlREE 
UNIVERSITY OF S1RA TIICL YDE 
GIASSOW G11QE 
SCOTlAND 
041-552-4400 EXT. 2637 
DANIEL GOROFF 
DANroRlH CEN1ER 
1 OXFORD ST., ROM 318 
HARVARD UNIVERSl1Y 
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138 
USA 
617-495-4869 
KA 1HERINE K. GOTJ'SCllAI...K 
ACI1NG DIR/J.S. KNIGHTWRlTING PROGRAM 
159 GOlDWIN SM11H 
OORNElL UNIVERSITY 




MEDIA RESOURCES CEN1ER 
lSB EXHIBIT HAILSOUI'H 
DWA STATE UNIVERSlTY 




DIRECTOR, HPERD LNG RES 
220 PEARSON HAll. BROAD&. MONTGOMERY 
TEMPLE UNlVERSIIY 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122 
USA 
215-787-4689 
BIUJEGA YlB GRAHAM 
VICE PRESIDENT-ADMIN SERVICES 
101 BAlDWIN 
DELMAR CDLLEGE 




VICE PRES. OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 




201-748-9000 EXT. 228 
aiARLES M. ~y 
DJRECrOR, FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 
2115 SUMMIT AVENUE 
CDLLEGE OF ST. lHOMAS 




910 W.JACKSON BLVD. #IS 




DJRECrOR, EVALUATION AND RESEARCH 
SUITE 220, 111 WAVERLY AVENUE 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSriY 
SYRACUSE, NY 13244 
USA 
315-443-4571 
JAMES D. GREENBERG 
CIR FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE 
OFCOFTIIE DEANR>R UNDERGRAD ST 





ASST. PROF. ADULT EDUCATION 
3136 COLVARD Bun.DING 






FERRlS STATE UNIVERSITY 
BIG RAPIDS, MI 49307 
USA 
616-592-2725 
LOUIS H. GROSSMAN 
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
OFFICE OF TilE PROVOST 
ARJZONA STATE UNIVERSITY 
TEMPE, /IZ 85287 
USA 
602-965-4995 
I'U'1 MYRNA HAGA 
I!!J ASSOC. PROF., SOCIAL WORK 
UNIVERSITYOFNOR.lH DAKai'A 
GRAND FORKS, N> 58202 
USA 
W.HUGH HAGAMAN 
DIR, LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER 
72 MCNUITBUILDING 






CIR FOR cxx..IBJE TCHNGJMClAUGin.IN 
SJnUN HAIL UNIVERSlTY 




:100 BLOOMFIElD A VENUE 
UNIVERSITY OF HARTR>RD 




DEPr. OF EDUCATION 
A'lWOODHAlL 
ST. LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY 
CAN'ION, NY 13617 
USA 
315-379-5862 
Wll.llAM 0. HALL, JR. 
ASSOC. V.P./FACULTY ASSISTANCEC 
WILSON207 
JAMES MADISON UN1VERSI1Y 
HARRISONBURG, VA 22807 
USA 
703-568-6395 
DONAlD B. HALOG 
CHAIR, ENGUSH DIVISION 
DELTA COllEGE 




RESEARCH&. FACULTY AFFAIRS 
945 WARREN HAIL 
CAUFORNIA STATE UNIV-HA YW ARD 





P.O. BOX 97406 
BAYLOR UNIVERSITY 





435 CDllEGE A VENUE 
MODESTO JUNIOR OOll.EGE 




ASST. DEANJUNDERGRADUATE MEDI 
HEALlH SCIENCES CEN1RE 
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OFNEWFOUJ 




ASSOC. DEAN AlllED HEALlH &. P.E. 
5900 S. 12111 ST. 
TACOMA COMMUNITY OOll.EGE 




SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
3700 WEST 103RD STREET 
SAINTXA VIER COlLEGE 
CHICAGO, IL 60655 
USA 
312-179-3300 EXT. 540 
NANCY HARRISON 
PRO~~OOLOFEDUCATION 
P.O. BOX 97314 
BAYLOR UNIVERSITY 




PROG COOD, DISrANCE ED 
P.O. BOX 3030 
UNIVERSITY OF VICI'ORIA 




ASST. PROF. OF PHILOSOPHY 
SEIBERT HALL 
BLOOMFIELD COI.l..EGE 
Bl..OOMFlELD, NJ 07003 
USA 
201-748-9000 EXT. 281 
TED E. HARTUNG 
ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR IANR 
2112 AGRICULTURAL HALL 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-UNCOLN 





1201-7680 COLUMBIA ST. 
HUMANRFSOURCES DEVEI.DP. GROUP 




CENTER FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
KEAN COI.l..EGE OF NEW JERSEY 
UNION, NJ 07083 
USA 
201-527-3113 
BARBARA B. HEUJNG 
TEACJDNG I.EARNING CENTER 
ST. OI.AFa>UIDE 
NOR1liFIEI.D, MN 55051 
USA 
507-663-3148 
NORMA E. HENDFRSON 
ASSOC. DIRECIOR 
OFFICE OF n::HG EFFECilVENESS 
SUNY BUFFALO 




VP FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
CAMPUS HOUSING, APT. P/DRA WER G 




P. PAUL HEPPNER 
PSYCHOLOGY, 210 MC AUSTER 
UNIV OF MISSOURl-COLUMBIA 
COLUMBIA, M:> 65211 
USA 
314-882-3523 
HlLDA HERNANDEZ-GRA VElLE 
ROOM 4 UNIVERSITY HALL 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 





GEORGIA INS11TUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 





a>I.ORADO STATE UNIV 





155 a>MMONWEALTH A VENUE 
sarn>N UNIVERSITY 




DIRECTOR. C'IR FOR FACULTY DEVElOPMENT 
721 21ST AVE. SOUTH 
AUGSBURG a>l.l..EGE 




PROF., COMMUNICATION DISORDERS 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKar A 
GRAND FORKS, ID 58202 
USA 
UNDA RAE HILSEN 
INS'IRUCTIONAL DEVElOPMENT 
10 UNIVERSITY DRIVE, UBRARY 140 
UNIV OF MINNESOTA-DULUTH 
DULUTH, Mol 55812 
USA 
218-726-7515 
EDNA D. HILTCN 
TEACJDNG AND LEARNING CENTER 
SS5 NORTH INDIAN CREEK DRIVE 
DEKAlB a>ILOOE 




COORDINATOR, INTERNATIONAL TA · 
109 EAST MADISON 
UNIVERSITY OF MICIDGAN 




a>NSULTANT ON TCHG & LNG 
1184 WEST MAIN 
MIUlKIN UNIVERSITY 
DECATUR, 1L 62522 
USA 
217-424-6244 
CAROL R HOLDER 
3801 WEST TEMPLE A VENUE 
CAUFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC Ul 





UNIV. OF WISCONSIN--STEVENS Fr. 




ASST. TO PRESIDENT 
BOYDEN HAIL 
BRIDGEWATER STATE COllEGE 




CURRICULUM & INSTR DEV. 
1430TRAFALGAR ROAD 
SHERIDAN a>LLEGE 
OAKVILLE, L6H 2Ll 
CANADA 
416-845-9430 
G.R "DICK" HORTON 
GRADUATE STUDENT PROFESSIONAL 
208 TECHNOLOGY 
BOWUNG GREEN STATE UNIV. 





UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 
NEWARK, IE 19716 
USA 
302-451-2027 
MEUSSA T. HOWE 
ASSOCIATE PROF. OF MUSIC 
1140 BOYLSTON STREET 
BERKLEE COllEGE OF MUSIC 
BOSTON, MA 02215 
USA 
617-266-1400 EXT. 296 
SHERYL HRUSKA 
ASSOClA 1E ACADEMIC DEAN 
LYNOON STA1E CX>U.OOE 
LYNOONVIILE, vr 05850 
USA 
802-626-9371 
ROSEMARY B. HUGHES 
LEARNING SUPPORT SERVICES 
UNIVERSTIY OF HOUSTON 




ASSOC. DEAN OF HUMANTI1ES 
2500 UNIVERSITY DRIVE NW 













I.DUISIANA STATE UNNERSITY 






MANKA TO STATE UNIV. 




L!..J ASSOC. PROF./EARTH SOENCES 
SIR Wll.DRED GRENFEll. CX>U.OOE 
MEMORIAL UNlVERSITYOFNEWFOID.'DLAND 




ASSOC. VICE PRESIDENT R>R ACADE...\fiC 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC 
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93407 
USA 
805-756-2246 
DENISE A. ISOM 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
2704 BRANDYWINE 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIR>RNIA-DA VIS 
DAVIS, CA 95616 
USA 
916-756-6957 
WILLIAM K. JACKSON 
OFFICE OF INS1RUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
INS'IRUCllONAL PLAZA 
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA 
ATHENS, G\ 30602 
USA 
404-542-1355 
RICHARD M. JACOBS 
ORTHODONTIC DEPT. 
CX>U.OOEOFDENTIS1RY 
UNNERSITY OF IOWA 
IOWA CITY, IA 52242 
USA 
319-335-7304 
RHONDA H. JACOBSEN 
PSYCHOLOGY DEPAR1MENT 
MFSSIAH CX>U.OOE 
GRANTHAM, PA 17027 
USA 
717-766-2511 EXT. 300 
DONAlD K. JARVIS 
GERMANIC & SLAVIC LANGUAGES 
4080JKHB 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY 




EXCEU.ENCE IN TEACHING PROG. 
416 GENERAL CLASSROOM BLDG. 
UNIV. OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 
OOLUMBIA, MO 65211 
USA 
314-882-6260 
JULIE ROY JEFFREY 





CLARA M. JENNINGS 
EDUCATION DEPT. 
11000 UNIV. PARKWAY77/46 




KENNETH F. JERICH 
CURRICULUM & INSI'RUCllON 
232 DEGARMO HALL 






1900GRA VIER STREET 
LSU MEDICAL CENTER 
NEWORLEANS, lA 70112 
USA 
504-568-4271 
GLENN ROSS JOHNSON 
COLLEGE TEACH & RESEARCH PROG. 
308 HARRINGTON 
TEXAS A & M UNNERSITY 





209 EDUCATION BUILDING 
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSTIY 




ASST. VICE PROVOST 
115 HUTCHESON HALL 
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INST. 
BLACKSBURG, VA 24061 
USA 
703-231-6751 
K. PAUL JONES 
ASSISTANT VICE CHANCELLOR 






DIRECfOR/TEACHING INNOVATION P 
DUPONT HALL 
MARY WASHINGTON COllEGE 
FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22401 
USA 
703-899-4609 
I'U1 SUSAN KAH 
L!!J TEACHING/LEARNING CENTER 
950 N.W. 20TII, MEDICAL CENI'ER CA 





1640 VANHISE HALL 
1220 LINDEN DRIVE 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM 




DlRECI"OR!CIR FOR EXCELLENCE IN' 
THE GRADUA 1E SCHOOI.JUNIVER.Sm 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CAUroRJ 




10 UNIVERSITY DRIVE 
420 DARLAND ADMIN. BLDG. 
UNIVERSfiY OF MINNESOTA. DULUTII 






SETON HAIL UNIVERSITY 
sourn ORANGE. NJ 07079 
USA 
ALANR. KEElE 
GERMANIC&. SLAVIC LANGUAGES 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY 




CIR R>R UNIVERSITY TEACHING 
1100> UNIVERSITY PARKWAY 




DIANA K. KElLY 
SfAFFDEVEI.DPMENTCOORDINATOR 
262ROUND 1REE COURT 
FUIJ..JRTON COll.EGE 




EDUCATIONAL TEOINOLOGY CEN1RE 




MICHAEL A. KERWIN 
COMMUNfiY COll.EGE SYSTEM 
302 BRECKINRIDGE HAIL 






528 W. JACARANDA PLACE 





FAMILY PRACT FAC. DEVEI.DPMENT CTR. 
1600 PROVIDENCE DR. 






CENTER FOR TEACHING EFFECJ1VEI.'ESS 
UNIVERSITY OF DEI.A WARE 




PROVOSTS ADVISOR ON UNDERGRAD ED 
OFFICE OF THE PROVOSf 
UNIVERSfiY OF'IORONTO 
TORONTO, ONTARIO MSS 
CANADA 
416-978-5868 
KENNETH H. KLEIN 
TEACHING RESOURCE CENTER 
V ALPARISO UNIVERSITY 




INDIVIDUAL&. FAMILY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY OF DEI.AW ARE 





UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO 
WATERLOO, N2L 
CANADA 
519-885-1211 EXT. 2579 
SIEPHEN KNEESHAW 
CDORDINA TOR OF FACULTY DEV 
OOll.EGE OFTHEOZARKS 
POINT LOOKOUT, M> 65726 
USA 
417-334-6411 X4264 
DONAlD D. KOimCE 
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT 





A1BJC. DEAN OF COLLEGE 
SOUTH S1REET, KtJI7J108 
BRANDEIS UNIVFRSITY 




DEAN OF STUDENTS 
103 BARNES HALL 
CDRNEl.L UNIVERSITY 
riHACA, NY 14850 
USA 
607-273-7510 
MARYKA Y KRAMP 
DEPAR1MENT OF HISTORY 
3401 SOUTH 39TH ST. 
AL VERNO OOLLEGE 




DEPT. OF PSYCHOLOGY 
FORONIA HAIL 
1RENTON Sf ATE COLLEGE 
1RENTON, NJ 08625 
USA 
609-771-2628 
CHARLES M. KRESZOCK 
HUBBARD CENTER FOR FACULTY DE' 
155 WHITENER HALL 
APPALACHIAN Sf ATE UNIVERSITY 
BOONE, N: 28608 
USA 
704-262-3040 
ERIC W. KRISTENSEN 
1140 BOYLSTON STREET 
BERKLEECOLLEGEOFMUS~ 
BOSTON, MA 02215 
USA 
617-266-1400 EXT. 229 
UNDAKROPP 
INSTRUCTION OFFICE 
435 COLLEGE A VENUE 
MODESTO JUNIOR OOLLEGE 




500 THE ALAMEDA 
247 BANNAN HALL 
SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY 




407 CHARLES ST. 
APPALACHIAN Sf ATE UNIVERSITY 
BOONE, N: 28607 
USA 
704-264-4870 
r;-1 MARTHA LA BARE 
~ ASSOC. DEAN OF ACADEMIC AFFAIR: 
467 fRANKLIN STREET 
BLOOMFIElD OOLLEGE 
BLOOMFIELD, NJ 07003 
USA 




IMAGINE RECYCLE TECH. CONS. INC 




NOR1H BENTON A VENUE 
CARROlL OOu.EGE 
HELENA, Mf 59625 
USA 
406-442-3450 EXT. 283 
HELEN IAMBIN 
FACULTY RESOURCE CENTER 
6525 N. SHERIDAN RD 
LOYOLA UNlVFRSlTY 




EXT. SPEC.- EVALUATION 
206W. WASHINGTON ST. 




HARRY G. lANG 
NATI.. TECH. INSlTIUI'E FUR THE DEAF 
ONE LOMB MEMORIAL DRIVE, BOX #9887 
ROCHFSIER INS1TIUI'E OF 'IECHNOLOGY 




INS'IRUCTIONALINNOVA TION CTR 
229 MAIN STREET 
KEENEST A 1EOOU£GE 




DEPI'. OF ENGUSH 
MAINSOO 
WEST CHESTER UNIVERSITY 
WESTCHESTER, PA 19383 
USA 
215-436-2136 
MARil.. YN A. I..ARSEN 
DEYI'. OF CHEMISTRY & PHYSICS 
MONMOurn OOil..EGE 




PROFESSOR OF HISTORY 





DEPI'. OF CURRICULUM STUDIES 




WII.l..IAM K. lA TSHA W 
ASSOCIATE DEAN 
WESTERN OOIL OF VETERINARY MED 
UNIVERSTIY OF SASKATCHEWAN 




ASSOC. DEAN OF ARTS & SCIENCES 
305 1HOMPSON HAIL 
WASHINGTON STATE UN1VERSITY 




CD-DIRECTOR, INTEGRA TED STUDIES 
BOX 8012, UNIVERSITY STATION 




MARil.. YN M. lEACH 
CENTERFURFACULTYDEVELOPMENT 
AlL WINE HAIL419 




JERRY C. lffi 
PRESIDENT 
4025 CAMINO DEL RIO SOUTH 
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY 





BEMIDJI STATE UNIVERSITY 





LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 




EXCElLENCE IN TEACHING CNTR. 
175 FOREST STREET 






VENICE, CA 90291 
USA 
213-823-8747 
KARRON G. LEWIS 
CIR FUR TCHNG EFFECTIVENESS 
2200 MAIN BUILDING 





CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNlVERSTIY 
ElLENSBURG, WA 98926 
USA 
RALPH G. LEWIS 
ACADEMY FUR ART OF TEACHING 
UNIV PARK CAMPUS, OET 3 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UN1V 
MIAMI, IL33199 
USA 
RICHARD F. LEWIS 
DIV FOR INSTR DEV &TCHG SUPP 
2101 WEST LAFAYETTE, AD-MAIL 
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR 
DETROIT, MI 48216 
USA 
519-253-4232 EXT. 3090 
DAVID W. lEWIT 
SENIOR ASSOCIATE 
20 PARK PLAZA, #456 
ACADEMIC EFFECTIVENESS ASSOCS. 
BOSTON, MA 02116 
USA 
617-542-4633 
WilllAM E. UGifllOOT 
FACULTY DEV OONSULTANT 
FACULTYDEV ANDINSTSERVICECil 
APPAlACHIAN STATE UNIVERSITY 




FACULTY ASSISTANCE COORDINA TO 
WILSON207 
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY 




DIR, OONT ED & FACULTY DEVELOP~ 








MANKA TO STATE UN1VERSTIY 




OFFICE OF INS1R DEV 
40S HILGARD A VE.!(IJ POWEll 
UNIV OFCAI..JR>RNIA-LOS ANGELES 




ASST. VICE PRES FOR FAC DEV 
112 MORGAN DRIVE 
WFSI'VIRGJNIA UNIVERSITY 
MORGANTOWN, VA 26505 
USA 
304-293-7119 
SUE ANN I.DNOFF 
1 OXFORD STREET BOX 318 
HARV AJID.DANFOR.ni CEN"rnR 





1184 W. MAlN STREET 
MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY 





1000 RIVER ROAD 
FAlRLEIGH DICKINSONUNIV 
1EANECK, NJ 07666 
USA 
201-692-2312 
RAWLEY D. LUCAS 
OONSULTANT 
SOl LIBERTY ROAD 
ENGLEWOOD, NJ 07631 
USA 
201-564-4747 
ROBERT A. LUCAS 
ASSOC. VICE PRESIDENT 
GRAD STUDIES AND RESEARCH 





SPEC. ASST. TO VP ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
GC 519, 1300 ELMWOOD A VENUE 
STATE UNIVERSIIY OOUBjE AT BUFF AID 
BUFFALO, NY' 14222 
USA 
716-878-5901 








LEARNING DEVEIDPMENT OFFICE 






CDORDINA TORIINSIRUCilON DEVELOPMENT 
18111 NORDHOFF S1REET, LRC 
CAI..JR>RNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 






WEST CHESTER UNIVERSITY 





RM 018A LEARNING RESOURCES CNTR. 




MARY PAT MANN 
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT COORD. 
234 GROSVENOR HAll 





DEAN OFINS1RUCilONJINS1RUCilON OFFICE 
435 OOll..F.GE A VENUE 
MODFSro JUNIOR OOUBjE 




CEN"rnR FOR TEACHING & LEARNING 
llOSWEET HAll 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 





5221 CANTERBURY LANE 




EDUCATIONAL TEOINOIDGY CEN1RE 
RM 2014B ZONE 2. 83 TAT CHEE A VENUE 




V P FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
m DEDHAM STREET 
MOUNT IDA OOllEGE 





CEN'IRAL W ASHINGI'ONUNIVERSITY 





2115 SUMMIT AVENUE 
OOUBjEOF ST. niOMAS 




SENATE OOMM11TEE ON TEACHING 
ACADEMIC SENATE OFFICE 
UNIV. OF CAI..JR>RNIA-SANTA CRUZ 
SANTACRUZ, CA 95064 
USA 
408-459-4063 OR 
GERALD A. MCBEArn 
FACULTY DEVEIDPMENTOFFICE 
202 EIELSON BLDG. 
UNIV. OF ALASKA-FAIRBANKS 
FAIRBANKS, W.. 99175 
USA 
907-474-5327 
RON I. MCBEA1H 
FACIINSIR DEV OFC 
SAN JOSE STUNIV 
SAN JOSE, CA 95192 
USA 
408-924-2450 
EUZABErn A. MCDANIEL 
COMPUTER CENTER RM. 201 
200 BIDOMFIELD AVE. 
UNIVERSITY OFHARTR>RD 
WEST HAR1FORD, cr 06117 
USA 
203-286-5103 
MRS. WILBERT MCKEAcmE 
NCRIPTAIJSCHOOL OF MicmGAN 
UNIVERSITY OFMicmGAN 




580 UNION DRIVE 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 




73121ST AVENUE SOUTH 
AUGSBURG CDUEGE 
MINNEAPOUS, MN 55454 
USA 
612-330-1092 
JEROME F. MEGNA 
SCHOOL OF ED & HUMAN SERV 
RIDER.CDllmE 




FACULTY DEVELOP. & RESOURCE CNTR. 
6000 J S1REET 





lOS WEST GLBNCREST 
MANKATO STATE UNIVERSITY 
MANKATO, MN 56001 
USA 
507-338-4234 
ROBERT J. MENGFS 
CNTR. FOR TEACIDNG PROFESSIONS 
2003 SHERIDAN ROAD 
NOR111WES'mRNUNIVERSITY 
EVANSTON, n. 60208 
USA 
708-491-3621 
MARY AUCE MERRYMAN 
INS'IRUCI10N OFfiCE 
435 CDLI.EGE A VENUE 
MODESTO JUNIOR CDIJ..EGE 





303 UNIVERSlTY A VENUE 
FSSEX CDMMUNlTY CDllEGE 




730 HHNNHPIN A VENUE SO. 
MmROPOUfANSI'ATE UNlV 
MINNEAPOUS. MN 55405 
USA 
612-341-7261 
CliARLES R. MIUER 
SI'AFFDEVELOPMENTOFHCE 
1S01 MENDOCINO AVE. 
SANTA ROSA JUNIOR COIJ..EGE 




CHAIR, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
17SO FINCH A VENUE EAST 
SENECA CDUEGE 
N<RTII YORK, M2J 
CANADA 
BARBARA J. MilllS 
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 
UNlVERITY CDI.l..EGE 




MICHAEL R. MILLS 
CDMPUTER CENTER ROOM 312 
200 BLOOMFIElD AVENUE 
UNIVERSITY OFHAR'IR>RD 




~FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
BEMIDJI STATE UNVIVERSITY 











ASST. DEAN, ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
415 1ST A VENUE, N. 
WALDENUNIVERSlTY 











C/0 LARRY QUINSLAND NllDJRIT 
1 LOMB MEMORIAL DRIVE 
ROCHESTER INS1YJ'llTE OF TECHNOLOGY 




COMMUNITY & FAMILY MEDICINE 
DUMC BOX 2914 




MARY C. MOORE 
DEAN, CDllEGE OFA & S 
1400 EAST HANNA AVENUE 
UNIVERSITY OFINDIANAPOUS 
INDIANPOUS, IN 46202 
USA 
317-788-3390 
Wlll.lAM E. MOORE 
RESEARCH ON LEARNING & 1EACHIN 
109 EASI' MADISON 
mE UNIVERSITY OF MlCJllGAN 




ASSOC. PROF. OF NURSING 
2S AUSTIN PLACE 
BLOOMFIElD CDIJ..EGE 
BLOOMFIELD, NJ 07003 
USA 
201-748-9000 EXT. 325 
WllllAM MOREHOUSE 
SPEECH, CDMMUNICAllON AND THE. 
507 MAIN HALL 
WEST CHESTER UNIVERSITY 





Hn.LS BEACH ROAD 
UNIVERSlTY OF NEW ENGLAND 
BIDDEFORD, ME 04005 
USA 
207-283-0171 EXT 271 
DIANE MORRISON 
CNTR. FOR CURRICULUM/PROF. DEV 
STII FLOOR, 1483 DOUGLAS STREET 
DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 




MINORITY AFFAIRSIFAC. DEVELOP. 
116JESSE HALL 
UNlV OF MISSOURI-CDLUMBIA 




1 LOMB MEMORIAL DRIVFJP.O. BOX 
ROCHESTERINS'ITIUI"E OFTEOINOL< 




CENTER FOR LEARNING AND 1EAOID 





OFFICE OF INS1RUCflONAL DEVELOP. 
FACUL1Y DENTIS'IRY, ROOM 5156 
DAUIOUSIE UNIVERSITY 
HAllFAX,NOVA B3H 3J5 
CANADA 
902-494-1175 EXT. 2275 
ROUSSEAU Ml1KINm 
ASSOC. VICE PRESIDENT/ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
830 WES1VIEW DRIVE, SW 
MOREHOUSECXXLEGE 
ATLANTA, G\ 30314 
USA 
404-681-2800 EXT. 476 
MOHAMMED A. MULLA. DIRECI'OR 
DEVELOPMENT CENTER. 
BOX 131261 





DEPI'. OF PSYCHOLOGY 
UNIV OFWFSIERN ONrARIO 




961 RIVERIA S1REET 
SIMI, CA 93065 
USA 
Wil.LIAM K. MYGDAL 
FAMILY PRACT FA C. DEVELOPMENT CIR. 
1600 PROVIDENCE DR. 




~ SWARESH NARINE 
~ INSIRUCflONALDEVEl.OPMENT 





EDWARD M. NEAL 
CENTER.F<R TEACHING AND LEARNING 
CB 13470, 316 WILSON LIBRARY 




ANGELA M. NFJLAN 
EXT. SPEC.- PLANNING 
'2JYJ W. WASHINGTON ST. 










GLENN M. NEL'iON 
2058 CARRIAGE HILL RD. 





5936 CHABOL YN TERRACE 




ACADEMIC AFFAIRS OFFICE 
3~1PANTHERSVIILEROAD 
DEKALB OOlLEGE 
DECATUR, G\ 30034 
USA 
404-244-2963 
LOIS C. NIOK>l.S 
28 DE HART ROAD 
KEAN OOILEGE OF NEW JERSEY 
MAPLEWOOD, NJ 07040 
USA 
201-762-4074 
RICHARD J. NICHOlS 
PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION 
28 DE HART ROAD 
KEAN OOILEGE OF NEW JERSEY 












FOUNDERS HALL 1100 
KEARNEY STATE OOILEGE 




DIR, FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 




UNDA B. NilSON 
TEA CHUNG ASSIST ANT DEVELOPMEN 
1110 LIBRARY SOUTH 
UNIV. OF CALIFORNIA-RIVERSIDE 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92521 
USA 
714-787-3386 
JAMES F. NISS 
FACUL1Y DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
200 MEMORIAL HAIL 
WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSI1Y 






UNIV OFWISCONSUN-STEVENS POUNT 




DIRECI'OR!fEACHING EXCElLENCE C 
1 UNIVERSIIY PLAZA 
UNIVERSITYOFWISOONSUN AT PLAT. 





P.O. BOX 311 
ABO AKADEMI UNIVERSI1Y 
VASA 65101 
HNlAND 
JODY D. NYQUIST 
DIRECI'OR,CIR FOR UNS'IR DEVEL 
109 PARRINGTON DC-07 
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 
SEATTLE, WA 98195 
USA 
206-543-6588 
THOMAS E. NYQUIST 
SUNYNEWPAL1Z 
301 OLD MAIN BLDG 
SUNY CEN1RAL 
NEWPALlZ, NY 12561 
USA 
914-257-2889 
ln1 KATHlEEN OI...FSON 
I!!J OOUNSELOR 
8501 W. DODGE ROAD 
MlmiODIST COlLEGE 










JUDITH GHETil OMMEN 
2402 HONEY RUN ROAD 
AMBLER, PA 19002 
USA 
215-643-5695 
CAROL A. <JW1N 
OFFICE FOR SUPPORT OF EFFECilVE TEACHING 
111 HAYDEN HALL, 360 HUNTINGTON A VENUE 
NORTHEASI'ERNUNIVERSTIY 
BarrON, MA 02115 
USA 
617-437-5016 
l'i)1 KATIIl.EEN PAGANA 
l!..J ASSISTANT PROFESSORJNURSING 






11000 UNIVERSITY PARKWAY 
THE UNIV OFWESrFLORIDA 




EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT&. DEVELOPMENT 
1400-2194 HEALTHSCENCEMALL 
UNVIERSlTY OF BRmSH COLUMBIA 





2641 KENNEDY BLVD. 
SAINTPE'IER'S COLliDE 




CENTER FOR TEACHING&. LEARNING 
CB 13470,316 WILSON LIBRARY 
UNIVERS1'IY OF NORTH CAROUNA 










~G RESOURCES CENTER 
BOX947 





1RAINING & DEVELOPMENT 
321 BEARDSHEAR HALL 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
AMES, lA 50011 
USA 
MICHAEL PAULSEN 
~STRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 
307 ENGR HALU1308 W. GREEN ST. 





CENTER FOR TCHG AND LEARNING 
CB 13470,316 WILSON LIBRARY 
UNIVERSl1Y OF NORTH CAROI.lNA 











ENHANrnMENTOFTEACHING & LEARNING 
SWANN108 
GEORGIA INSITIUrE OF TECHNOLOGY 




UBRARY MEDIA EDUCATION 
BOXI20 
MANKA TO STATE UNIVERSTIY 




ASST. TO THE VICE CHANCELLOR 
117 NORTH HALL 






513 WEST LOMBARD ST. NW 
UNIVERSTIY OF MARYLAND AT BAL 1 
BALTIMORE, MD 21021 
USA 
301-328-7830 
LINDA C PETTY 
CIR FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE 
BOX6224 
HAMPTON UNIVERSITY 




CENTER FOR UNIVERSITY TEACHING 
&1~GEDWARDAVENUE 





~STRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT PRO 
116 CARNEGIE BLDG. 
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA 
NORMAN, <X 73019 
USA 
405-325-3521 
ROBERT PIERLEONI [DIED 11-90) 
2221 UNIVERSITY A VENUE SE 
SUITE1335 
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF NEUROLOG 




CENTER FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE 
USAFNDFSAA 
U.S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY 




COORD~ATOR, TA 1RAINING 
211 BEARDSHEAR HALL 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 




SFU PROGRAM COORD INA TOR 
lt198 3031 WILLIAMS RD. 
SIMON FRASIER UNIVERSTIY 




CENTER roR TEACHING EFFECI1VE.NESS 
MAIN BLDG. 2200 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS-AUSTIN 
AUSTIN, 'IX 78712 
USA 
512-471-1488 
KA 1HERINE H. PRICE 
CXX>RDINATOR. FAC DEV 
GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY DEPr. 
DEPAUW UNIVERSITY 
GREENCASTI..E, IN 46135 
USA 
317-658-4668 
F. C. PRIOR 





031-224030 EXT. 2259 
KEl1H R. PRIOR 
DIRECTOR, NCCCP 
UNIVERSITY -SCHOOL PROGRAMS 
UNIV. OF CAUFORNIA-DA VIS 
DAVIS, CA 95616 
USA 
916-752-8468 
JOHN A. PRITCHEIT, JR 
HUBBARD CIR- FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 
155 WHITENER HALL 
APPALACHIAN SI'ATE UNIVERSITY 





COll.EGE OF ARTS&. SCIENCES 






124 WEST 17TH AVENUE 
THEOIDOSI'ATE UNIVERSIIY 
COLUMBUS, rn 43210 
USA 
614-292-3644 
ln'1 DIE'IRICH V. QUElS 
l!LJ HOCHSCHULDIDAKTISCHES ZEN1RUM 
HOLSTENHOFWEG 85 
UNIVERSITAT D.BUNDESWEHR 
2000 HAMBURG 70 
GERMANY 
40-6541-2441 
WilliAM J. QUINN 
CENTER FOR TEACHING EXCEU..ENCE 
3001 S. CONGRESS A VENUE 
SI'. EDWARD'S UNIVERSfiY 
AUSTIN, 'IX 78749 
USA 
512-448-8416 
LARRY K. QUINSLAND 
OFHCE OF FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 
1 LOMB MEMORIAL DRIVE/P.O. BOX 9887 
ROCHFSrER INS'ITIUfE OF TECHNO LOY 
ROCHESTER, NY 14623 
USA 
716-475-6536 
I'D'1 FRANK RABOLD 
l!!.J CN1R. FOR UNIVERSfiY TEACHING 
11000 UNIVERSITY PARKWAY 










CAROL A. RADICH 
CIR FOR 'IOIG EFFECllVENESS 
FHG LIBRARY 251 
WEST CHESTER UNIVERSITY 





SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS&. FAMILY ECOLOGY 
UNIVERSl1Y OF AKRON 
AKRON; rn 44325 
USA 
216-972-7723 
JAMES M RAMSEY 
PROFESSOR/BIOLOGY 
300 COll.EGE PARK 
UNIVERSITY OFDA Y'ION 





158 BEEKEY EDUCATION CENTER 
KU1ZTOWN UNIVERSITY 





LOUISIANA SI' ATE UNIVERSITY 




PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COM! 
330SUTION HALL 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY OF PA 




PROF. OF HISTORY 
ONE UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS 
UNIVERSITY OFNC AT ASHEVILLE 
ASHEVIIl.E, N: 28804 
USA 
704-251-6415 
MARY ANN REHNKE 
DIRECTOR OF ANNUAL PROGRAMS 
1 DUPONT CIRCLE N.W./SUITE 320 
CX>UNCILOF INDEPENDENT COLLEGE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 
USA 
202-466-7230 
JEAN SANFORD REPUNGER 
HEALTII AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
330 NORlH mLL SI'REET 
SOUTHWEST Sf ATE UNIVERSITY 
MARSHALL, MN 56258 
USA 
507-532-5097 
JUDITH L RHOADS 
CX>LLEGE DRIVE 
MADISONVILLE COMMUNfiY COLLE< 





BOX 8161, UNIVERSITY STATION 
UNIVERSITY OFNORTII DAKOTA 









CEN1RE FOR CONTINUING EDUCATIO 
5997 IONA DRIVE 
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 




PROFESSOR OF MUSIC 
BEMIDJI SI' ATE UNIVERSITY 




INS1RUCI10NAL DEVELOPMENT CN1R 
11 WAVERLY A VENUE, SUITE #1220 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 





LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
BATON ROUGE, lA 70803 
USA 
504-388-1135 
OOUGLAS I- ROBERTSON 
SCHOOL OF EDUCA liON 
P.O. BOX #1751 
PORTI.AND STATE UNIVERSITY 




1 LOMB MEMORIAL DR/P.O. BOX 9887 
ROCHESTERINS1TIUI'E OFTEOINOLOGY 




ASSOClA TE VICE PRESIDENT 
110 ADMINlSTRA TION Bun.DING 
roLORAOO STATE UNIVERSITY 





KEAN COU.EGE OF NEW JERSEY 
UNION, NJ 07083 
USA 
201-527-2247 
RUTH D. ROEBKE-BERENS 
SPECIAL ASST. TO PRESIDENT 
601 COHODAS ADMIN BLDG. 
NORTHERN MICHIGAN UNlVERSlTY 




OFFICE OF aTI.. 
302E STUDENTS' UNION BLDG 
UNIV OF AlBERTA 
EDMONTON, T6G '1J7 
CANADA 
403-492-2826 
GARY E. ROIIDE 
CX>UIDE OF AGRICULTURE 






1130 KERR HALL 
UNIV OF CALIFORNlA-SANT A BARBARA 






NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIV. 




ASSOC. VICE PRESIDENT 
GROVER CLEVELAND 519/1300 ELMWOOD AVE 
STATE UNIV COLLEGE AT BUFFALO 




FAMILY PRACT FA C. DEVELOPMENT CTR. 
1600 PROVIDENCE DR. 
MCl..ENNAN COUNTY MED. ED. & RESEARCH 





10 UNIVERSITY DRIVE 
UNIV.OFMINNESOTA-DULUTH 





10 WOOD SIREET 




~ PAUL SAMMELWIIZ 
1.:;!..1 ANIMAL SCIENCE 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 











DANFORTH CTR- TEACHING/LEARNll 
1 OXFORD STREET, #1318 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 




96-043 ALA IKE 
UNIVERSITY OF HAW All-WFSf OAHU 
PEARL ClTY, Hl96782 
USA 
808-456-5921 
BERNHARD W. SCHOL1Z 
PROVOST 
PRESIDENTS HALL 
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY 




ASST DIRECTOR.CIR FOR INSIRUC D 
6525 N. SHERIDAN RD. 
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY-DH 437 
CHICAGO, n.. 60626 
USA 
312-508-2955 
ANA MARIA SOIUHMANN 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
MORRIS A VENUE 
KEAN COU.EGE OF NEW JERSEY 
UNION, NJ 01733 
USA 
201-527-2136 
DANA K. SCHUMACHER 
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 
2115 SUMMIT A VENUE 
COLLEGE OF ST. THOMAS 




LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER 
72 MCNUTT Bun.DING 





COlLEGE OF ARTS & saENCES 
105 FOUST Bun.DING 
UNIV OF NORTH CAROilNA.QREENSE 
GREENSBORO, N: 27412 
USA 
919-334-5242 
JACK lL SCHUSTER 
EDUCATION AND PUBUC POLICY 
ISO EAST TENTH S1REET 
CLAREMONTGRADUATESCHOOL 
CLAREMONT, CA 91711 
USA 
714-621-8075 
JOEL SOiW AR1Z 
CENTER FOR TEAODNG It LEARNING 
C8 13470,316 Wll.SON LIBRARY 
UNIVERSlTY OFNORTII CAROUNA 




4410 S. HARMON ST. 
INDIANA WESLEYAN UNlVERSI'IY 







.PIJiASANTVILLE NY 10570 
USA 
914-773-3200 
G. ROGER SElL 
124 WEST 17m A VENUE 
15 LORD HAIL 
nmomosrATE UNIVERSriY 
OOLUMBUS, <H 43210 
USA 
614-292-4316 
RONAlD A. SER.V AJS 
CHEMICAL&MA~ ENGINEERING 
300 OOIJ..EGE PARK 
UNIVF.RSlTYOFDA YrON 











DEPI'. MEDIA TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 
SANDIEGOSI'ATB UNIVERSl1Y 
SANDIEGO, CA 92182 
USA 
619-594-5665 
MARY ANN SHEA 
FACULTYTEAODNG EXCELENCE PROGRAM 
CAMPUS BOX I 360 
UNlVERSri'Y OF OOI.DRAI»-BOUI.DER 




CHAJRJMGMT sa & AVIATION SCI 
MAXWEI.l..UBRARY 




PAMELA D. SHERER 
MANAGEMENT DEPT. 
21-5 EAGLEHEAD TERRACE 
UNlVERSl1Y OF LOWEll. 












C1R FOR TEAODNG EFFECTIVENESS 
UNlVERSl1Y OFDELAW ARE 











DENTAL HYGIENCE& DENTALASSJSTING 
TBCHNOLOGY BLDG., ROOM 244-E 
OLD OOMINIONUNIVERS11Y 
NORFOLK, VA 23529 
USA 
804-683-4310 
FR.IC B. SHUMWAY 
C/0 VICE PRESIDENTS OFFICE 
I..amNZOSNOW Bun..DING 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV.-HAW All 







wmm PLAINS, NY 10603 
USA 
914-422-4321 
RONAlD D. SIMPSON 
OFFICE OF INS1RUC110NAL DEVELOF 
INS'IRUC110NALPLAZA 
UNlV OF GEORGIA 
ATHENS, G\ 30602 
USA 
404-542-1355 
GEORGE E. SIMS 
ASSOC. DEAN- HUMANTilESIEDUCA 1 
1900 BELMONT BLVD. 
BLEMONT OOll.EGE 




DEAN, SCHOOLOFGEN &OONTS1UD 
MEMORIAL UNlVERSl1Y OFNEWFOtn 




1LDMB MEMORIAL DRIVE/P.O. BOX 
NATI. TBCH INS1TI1JTE FOR rnE DEAF 
ROCHESTER, NY 14623 
USA 
716-475-6536 
SHARON E. SMAIDINO 
CURRICULUM & INS1RUC110N 
SEC616 
UNIVERSIIY OFNOR1HERNIOWA 





rnE EVERGREEN Sf ATE COlLEGE 
OLYMPIA, WA 98505 
USA 








JEAN MCKERNAN SMITH 
1 LOMB MEMORIAL DR/P.O. BOX 988 
ROCHESTER.INS1TIUI'E OFTBCHNOLC 




OFFICE OFINS1RUC110NAL DEVELOF 
INS'IRUCTIONALPLAZA 
UNlV OF GEORGIA 





P.O. BOX 1153 





NJ INS1TIUI'F.tCOll.EGIA TE TEACHING 
mESIDENTS HAll.. 
SEION HAIL UNIVERSITY 
soum ORANGE. NJ o1o19 
USA 
201-761-9764 
RONAlD A. SMilH 
LEARNlNG DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 








MARYW ASHINGTON COI.l..EGE 





755 COMMONWEALTH A VENUE 
BOSTON UNIVERSriY 




DEAN OF ARTS 




MARY DEANE SORCINEU.l 
CENTER RJR TEACHING 
160 WlllTMORE 
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETIS 




DIV. OF CONTINUING SI'UDIES 
334NCCE 
UNIVERSl1Y OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN 
UNCOLN, r.E 68683 
USA 
402-472-1914 
ROBERT C. SORENSEN 
DEPT. OF AGRONOMY 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN 





BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV.-HA WAll 
I.AlE, Ill 96762 
USA 
808-293-3605 
CHARMIAN B. SPERilNG 
DEANJSTAFF AND PROG DEV 
SPRINGS ROAD 
MIDDLESEX COMMUNTIY COLLEGE 
BEDFORD, MA 01730 
USA 
617-275-8910 EXT. 4406 
TAM SPITZER 
ASSCX.: PROF. OF PSYCHOLOGY 
3690 EAST A VENUE 
ST. JOHN FISHER COll.EGE 






SUNY COI.l..EGE OF ENVRNMIL SCI AND fRSlY 




EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CENTRE 
RM 2014B ZONE 2, 83 TAT CHEE AVENUE 




DIRECroRJINSTR DEY/ASSESSMENT SVCS 
DIUlNGHAM CENTER 
l'IHACA COI.l..F.GE 
riHACA, NY 14850 
USA 
607-274-3879 
CHRISTINE A. STANlEY 
124 WFSI' 17TH AVENUE 
20 LORD HAll.. 
THE OlllO STATE UNIVERSITY 




CAMPUS BOX 106 
P.O. BOX 173364 
UBBY S1REET 
CENIRAL WASHINGTON UNlVERSriY 
EllENSBURG, WA 98926 
USA 
509-963-3640 
RUTH A. STREVELER 
CTR FOR TCHG EFFECTIVENESS 
1733 DONAGHO RDJKUYKENDAI.L R 
UN1V OF HAW All-MANOA 
HONOWW, Ill 96822 
USA 
808-956-6978 
JAMES P. SUUlVAN 
ENGUSH DEPARTMENT 
2250 PIERCE ROAD 
SAGINAW VALLEY STATE UNlVERSIT' 
UNIVERSITY MI 4871 0 
USA 
517-695-5325 
LARRY G. SlJITON 
107E PERFORMING ARTS CENTER 
DEPAUW UNIVERSITY 




PUBUC ADMINISI'RA TION 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-OMAHA 
OMAHA, r.E 68182 
USA 
MARILLA SVINlCKI 
CENTER FOR TCHNG EFFECTIVENESS 
MAIN BUll.DING 2202 




ANNE B. SWANSON 
ASSOC. ACADEMIC DEAN & DIR OFF, 
2004 RANDOLPH A VENUE 
COI.l..EGE OF ST. CATHERINE 
ST. PAUL, MN55105 
USA 
612-690-6501 
LOUIS J. SWIFf 
7 ADMJNISTRA TION BLDG. 




UNIVERSITY OF COIDRADO-DENVER 
DENVER. <D 80217 
USA 
303-556-4382 
[!] BRUCE M. TA~ 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR/HISTORY 
300 COILEGE PARK 
DEANNA STRACKBEIN 
ASST. PROF. & CHAIR, ELEMENTARY EDUCATim 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKar A 
GRAND FORKS, N> 58202 
USA 
UNIVERSriY OF DAYTON 




ASST. DIR INSIRUCilONAL SUPPORT 
B41DAYHAU. 
OORNELL UNIVERSITY 




DlRECl'OR OFINSIRUCilONAL SUPPORT 
B41DAYHAU. 
OORNELL UNIVERSITY 
rrnACA, NY 14853 
USA 
607-255-3493 
SHARON L. 1EBBEN 
INSIRUCTIONAL SPECIAUST 





DAVID C. 1EMPl..lrrON 
1 LOMBMEMORIALDRIVEIBJ-1256 
P.O. BOX 9887 
ROCHESTERINS'ITIUI'E OFTECHNOLGY 





432 SHIRLEY BLVD. 
HUMBOIDI'SI'ATE UNIVERSlTY 
ARCATA. CA 95521 
USA 
707-862-3634 
RlaiARD W. 1HOMPSON 
DEPI'. OF PSYCHOLOGY 
WFSI'ERNW ASHINGTONUNIVERS11Y 
BElllNGHAM, WA 98225 
USA 
206-676-3386 
JOAN S. lHOMS)N 
309 AG ADMIN BUilDING 
PENNSYLV ANIASI'ATE UNIV. 











ASSOC. VICE CHAN. ACADEMIC PROG. 
KERRHAU.2154 
UNlV OF CALIR>RNIA..SANTA BARBARA 




EDUCATIONAL DEVEI.DPMENT OFHCE 






ASST. DEAN OF INSIRUCTION/HUMANITIES 
4015 AVENUE Q 
GALVESTON ax.LEGE 
GALVFSTON, 'IX 77554 
USA 
409-763-6551 EXT. 315 
ANTONIO 10SCANO 
1 LOMB MEMORIAL DRIVE/P.O. BOX 9887 
ROCHESTER INSliiUIE OF TECHNOLOGY 






UNIVF.RSlTY OF MINNESOTA-DULU1H 
DUllTIH, MN 55812 
USA 
218-730-6102 
JOAN F. TURNER 
SPANISH LANGUAGEINSIRUCilON 
220DEYHAU. 
UNIV. OFNOR1H CAROLINA 







CORPUS CHRISTI, 'IX 78404 
USA 
512-886-1209 
fU'1 IVALYNJ. VANIMiRY 
L!.J OOll..EGEOFEDUCATION 
S22KAYSER HAll. 
UNIV. OF NEBRASKA AT OMAHA 
OMAHA, N! 68182 
USA 
402-554-3459 
VIRGINIA VANDER BOGART 
DAVID A. VERRIER 
20LORDHALL 
124 WEST 17TH AVENUE 
THE OIDO SI'ATE UNIVERSITY 
OOLUMBUS, CH 43210 
USA 
614-292-3644 
TERRY ANNE VIGIL 
DIRECI'OR OF GRANTS 
MAXWELL LIBRARY 


















1200 W. ALGONQUIN RD. 
HARPER OOI.LEGE 
PALATINE, n. 60067 
USA 
312-397-3000 X 2260 
DIANE R. VOM SAAL 
PROGRAM R>R EXCELLENCEINTEAC 
416GENERALCLASSROOMBLDG. 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI..COLUMBI 
OOLUMBIA, M> 65211 
USA 
314-882-6260 
I'U11 EMILY C. W ADSWOR1H 
L!!.J ASSOC. DEAN-HUMANITIF.S 
RT. 14 &. LUCAS ROAD 
M<liENRYOOUNTY OOI.LEGE 
CRYSTAL LAKE, ll.60012 
USA 
815-455-8561 
HUBBARD CENTER R>R FACULTY DEVELOPMEN: 





MANKATO, MN 56002 APPALACHIAN Sf ATE UNIVERSITY 






SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
4025 CAMINO DELRIO SOU1H 
NATIONAL UNlVERSlTY 




ASSOC. VP OF ACADEMICS 
4025 CAMINO DEL RIO SOUTII 
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92108 
USA 
619-563-7135 
JACQUEUNE W AKEflEI.D 
DIR, FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 
1200 MAIN ST. WEST, RM 3N51 
MCMASTER UNIVERSITY 
HAMU..TON, L8N 3ZS 
CANADA 
416-525-9140 X2917 
ANN BRITT W AUNG 
229 MAIN STREET 
KEENEST A TECOI.LEGE 




INSIR SERVICES COORD 
HUNI'ER llBRARY 
WESTERN CAROLINA UNIVERSITY 





BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV-HA W AII 











318 SCIENCE CIR 
HARV ARD-DANroR.lH CIR 






QUEENS COllEGE, C.U.N.Y. 




DIR., FACULTY DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
1701 CA 1HEDRALOF LEARNING 






B-41 DAY HALL 
OORNELL UNIVERSITY 
miACA, NY 14853 
USA 
607-255-3493 
Bill R. WEBSfER 
DEAN.COLLEGE OF SOC. & BEHAVIORAL 
MSUBOX22 




SUSAN OONLEY WEEKS 
DIRECTOR OF FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 
1247 EAST SIENA HEIGIITS ORNE 
SIENA HEIGIITS OOLLEGE 
ADRIAN, MI 49221 
USA 
517-263-0731 
CA 1liERINE WEILER 
ADMIN. DIRECTOR, OFF. PRIM. CARE ED. 
NEW YORK MEDICAL COLLEGE 





4035 ALLEN, SUITE #1104 
NATIONALCENTERONTEACHING 
UNIVERSITY PARK, PA 16801 
USA 
CAROLA. WEISS 
56 KENYON STREET 
TUNXIS COMMUNITY OOLLEGE 




DEPT COMMUNICA nvE DISORDERS 
WAYNE224 
WESTCHFSIER UNIVERSITY 










WIIllAM M. WB..TY 
FACULTYDEVEIDPMENT 
ONE PACE PL\ZA 
PACE UNIVERSITY 




ASST. TO ACADEMIC DEAN 
3303 REBECCA ST./P.O. BOX 2100 
BRIAR CLIFF COLLEGE 
SIOUX CITY, IA 511 04 
USA 
B. J. WHEELER 
WHEELER EDUC OONSULTING GROUP 
3900 PRESCOTT A VENUE 
LINCOLN, ~ 68506 
USA 
402-488-4148 
DANIEL W. WHEELER 
OPODOFFICE 
313AGHALL 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN 





155 COMMONWEAL1H AVE. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
BOSTON, MA 02215 
USA 
617-353-5945 
DAVID B. WHITCX>MB 
6320 JERSEYDAI.E ROAD 
MARIPOSA, CA 95338 
USA 
213-966-2647 
SUSANNE W. WHITCX>MB 
6320 JERSEYDAI.E ROAD 





301 EAST 121H SIREET 
HARVEY MUDD COLLEGE 
a.AREMONf, CA 91711 
USA 
714-621-8023 EXT. 3706 
PATRICK E. WHITE 
ASsoc. DEAN OF FACULTY 
SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE 




COOR FAC/STAfF DEV 
CLEVELAND HAU.. ROOM 417 
STATE UNlV COLLEGE AT BUFFALO 




ASSISTANT PROFESSOR/MASS COMMUNICA Tim 
CAMPUS BOX 1:1 
LYCOMING OOll..EGE 
WilLIAMSPORT, PA 17701 
USA 
MYRA S. Wil.HlTE 
INSIROONSULTANT 
121 BENTON HALL 
UNIVERSITY OFNEBRASKA-LINOOLN 




OFFICE OF ED DEVELOPMENT 
260 IDNGWOOD A VENUE 
HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL 




DANRJRTII CIR R>R TEACHING & LEARNING 
1 OXFORD STREET,I#318 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 





DEPT. OF JOURNAUSM, UC 29 
IBIIGH UNIVERSTIY 




1IDMB MEMORIAL DRIVFJP.O. BOX 9887 
ROCHESTERINS1Tl'UTE OFTECHNOIDGY 
ROCHESTER. NY 14623 
USA 
716-475-6536 
MORTON E. WINS'ION 
DIRECTOR. CIFJFORCINA HAll, RM 101 
PENNINGTON ROAD, CN 4700 
1RENTONSTATEOOll..EGE 
1RENTON, NJ 08650 
USA 
609-TI1-3294 OR 3295 








1RAINING & DEVEIDPMENT 
321 BEARDSHEAR HALL 
K'JW A STATE UNIVERSTIY 
AMES, IA 50011 
USA 
RUDOLF WOMACK 
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT ASSOC. 
200 MEMORIAL HAll. 












EDUCATIONAL TEOINOIDGY CENTRE 
RM 2014B ZONE 2, 83 TAT CHEE A VENUE 




NATIONAL FACULTY EXCHANGE 
4656 W. JEFFERSON BL YD., SUITE 140 




TEACHING & LEARNING CENTER 
121 BENTON HALL 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN 
LINOOLN, ~ 68588 
USA 
402-472-3079 
ROBERT J. WRIGHT 
WIDENER UNIVERSTIY 





200 BLOOMFIELD AVENUE 
UNIVERSITY OF HARTR>RD 
WEST HAR'IFORD, cr 06117 
USA 
203-243-4705 
W. ALAN WRIGHT 
KilLAM LIBRARY 
UNIVERSTIY A VENUE 
DAU10USffi UNIVERSTIY 




CN1R FOR INSIR DEY & RESEARCH 
107 PARRINGTON, DC-07 
UNIVERSITY OFW ASHINGTON 
SFATILE, WA 98195 
USA 
206-543-6588 
MARm ANN WUNSCH 
DIR FACULTY DEY AND ACA SUPPOR' 
41:1 KIHOLO STREET 
UNIVERSITY OF HAW All-MANOA 
HONOWW, ill 96821 
USA 
808-948-8445 
NEIL R. WYLIE 
COUNCIL OF PRESIDENTS 
15 GARRISON A VENUE 
NEW ENGLAND LAND-GRANT UNIVEI< 
DURHAM, MI 03 824 
USA 
603-862-2355 
fV1 ROBERTE. YANIDRNO 
L!.J ELECIRICAL ENGINEERING 





SUZAN YESSA YAN 
ASST. PROF., PROFESSIONAL DEVELC 
COllEGE OF EDUC/310 GRAD EDUCE 
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS 





SOU1H MAIN SIREET 
FEI.lCIAN OOll..EGE 
IDDI, NJ 07644 
USA 
201-778-1190 
ROBERT R. YOWEU. 
DIRECIDR OF PROGRAMS 
HWY74 
PLATI JUNIOR OOll..EGE 
ST. GABRIEL, lA 70808 
USA 
504-642-3306 EXT. 352 
r.71 KENNETH J. ZAHORSKI 
~ OFFICEOFFACULTYDEVELOPMENT 
ST. NORBERTOOll..EGE 
DEPERE, WI 54115 
USA 
414-337-3093 
MARY LOU ZANI<ll 
PSYCHOIDGY DEPARTMENT 
316 CLARK HALL 
INDIANA UNIV. OF PENNSYLVANIA 








ABDUL HAMID ZUREICX 
CJVIL ENGINEERING DEPT. 
GEORGIA INSITIUIE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ATI..ANTA. G\ 30332 
USA 
MEMBERS BY LOCATION 
ALASKA COLORADO HAWAII LINCFISCH 
PATRICIA A BOOK MARCIA BANKIRER MICHAEL J. ALBRIGHT MICHAEL A KERWIN 
GERAlD M. MCBEATH BARBARA BLACK C. C. BENDER JUDITH L. RHOADS 
LAURA BORDER WILLIAM F. BURKE LOUIS J. SWIFr 
ARIZONA JAMES R. DAVIS LOREN EKRailf 
JlJIT A BAilEY BRANGWYN RXJI'E BRET R. ELLIS LOUISIANA 
LOUIS H. GROSSMAN KAY HERR ADAM SAVAGE LYNN EVANS 
AUEENPACENILSEN CHRISTINE JONES ERIC B. SHUMWAY JOSEPH HUTCHINSON 
PII..LPINE ELAINE SPENDLOVE JANJEfER 
ARKANSAS RAY RODRIQUES RUIH A STREVELER LAURA LEMOINE 
SUZAN YESSAYAN MARY ANN SHEA KATHLEEN L WARD PAULINE RANKIN 
ElLEN STEVENS MARIE ANN WUNSCH JOROBERTS 
CALIFORNIA ROBERT R. YOWELL 
WINIFRED E. ANDERSON CONNECTICUT ILLINOIS 
THOMAS A ANGELO GUY C. COLARULLI J.Q.ADAMS MAINE 
JACK BAKER. IT VIRGINIA HALE BEMP.ALLEN MICHAEL M. MORRIS 
STEPHEN G. BEMILLER EUZABEfH A MCDANIEL GARREf W. DERUITER JEAN SANBORN 
STEPHEN CARROlL MICHAEL R. MILLS NANCY A DIAMOND 
WILLIAM E. COFFEY CAROL A WEISS GAIL HARRIS-SCHMIDT MARYLAND 
STEVE COI.llNS SHEilA WRIGHT DARLENE HOFFMAN GEORGE FRIEDMAN 
BARBARA DAVIS DIANE LANNON! KENNETH F. JERICH JAMES D. GREENBERG 
MICHAEL DAVIS HElEN LAMBIN JULIE ROY JEFFREY 
WilL DAVIS DELAWARE LARRY LOVELL-TROY BARBARA J. MILLIS 
JACK DESJARDIN JUDY G. BAILEY ROBERT J. MENGES ROBERT PERNICK 
DEANS.DORN RALPH COPE JAMES F. NISS 
GEORGE DROPS ARAYA DEBESSAY REBECCA PARKER MASSA~HllSEIIS 
JANET CAMERON FISHER PATRICIA DELEON MICHAEL PAULSEN RONALD BENTI..EY 
BOB GABRINER SUSANNE S. DRURY ROBERT ROSEMIER JOHN BOEHRER 
K. GOODHUE-MCWIIl.lAMS BABARADUCH PATnSCHOR MICHAEL EDWARDS 
JOHN HAMMERBACK JUDY HOUGH-GOlDSTEIN PRISCILLA VISEK HENRY FANNING 
LYNN HANSEN NANCY KING GEORGE VOEGEL MERCER FELLOURIS 
CAROL R. HOLDER DENE KUNZING EMILY C. WADSWORTH ELIZABETH F. FIDELER 
GlENN IRVIN PAULSAMMELWITZ RUDOLF WOMACK DANIEL GOROFF 
DENISE A ISOM HARRY L. SlflPMAN H. HERNANDEZGRA YELLE 
MARKKANN INDIANA ALLAN HERSHFIELD 
DIANAK. KFlLY FLORIDA LINDA F. ANNIS SUSAN HOLTON 
LAREEKIELY WINNIE B. COOKE PETER FREDERICK MEUSSA I. HOWE 
LINDA KROPP JAMES EISON MARTY FRICK MILTON KORNFElD 
JOANNE KURFISS LAVON GAPPA KENNE1H H. KLEIN ERIC W. KRISTENSEN 
JERRYC.LEE CLARA M. JENNINGS DONALD D. KOEIKE ElllOIT LEVY 
JUSTINE LEWIS SUSANKAH MARY C. MOORE DAVIDW.LEWIT 
LARRY LOEHER JACK KElLER CRAIG E. NELSON SUE ANN LONOFF 
ROBERT A LUCAS RALPH G. LEWIS DEBORAH OLSEN JAMES MARTIN 
ROBERTA MADISON DIANA PAGE KATHERINE H. PRICE CAROLAOWEN 
RONMANZONI FRANK RABOLD ill.A SEAMAN Wll..UAM PENDERGAST 
MICHELE MARINCOVICH RAY SHACKELroRD ElLEN SARKISIAN 
GINI MATIJIE-BIANCHI GEORGIA LARRY G. SUlTON FREDERICK SHEPPARD 
SUSAN MEIER MARGARET ANDERSON PATRICK E. WHITE PAMELA D. SHERER 
MARY AUCEMERRYMAN BARBARA BLACKBOURN BEITEWORLEY SYBIL SMITH 
CHARLES R. MILLER JACKIE BREFFLE MARY DEANE SORCINELU 
JACQUEUNE MINIZ CAROLCOPENHA VER lQlU CHARMIAN B. SPERLING 
MRDRFD MURRAY-WARD ART CRAWLEY DAVIDGRAF TERRY ANNE VIGIL 
MARTINNEMKO NARL DAVIDSON RICHARD M. JACOBS LEE WARREN 
LINDA B. NILSON RON DAVIS CHRISTINE PATIERSON ROGER WHITAKER 
KEITH R. PRIOR DANFAWAZ BARBARA PLAKANS WANNWILKERSON 
SHIRLEY RONKOWSKI FRANK GILLESPIE SHARON E. SMALDINO JAMES WILKINSON 
JACK H. SCHUSTER JIM HEROD JUDYWELU ELAINE WONG 
DAVID SHARPE FDNA D. HILTON CYNfHIA WOLFE 
MARSHFlLE1HOBABEN WILLIAM K. JACKSON MICHIGAN 
RONALD W. TOBIN ROUSSEAU MUKENGE KANSAS BARBARA ALPERN 
STFPHENTOUEFSON MARTHANESBnT HEI.ENBURNSIAD DAVID AMETRANO 
KA1Hl.EENWAGSCHAL BllLIEE PENDLETON-PARKER WILLIAM E. CASHIN BEVERLY BLACK 
PETER WAGSCHAL RONALD D. SIMPSON VICTORIA L CLEGG DONALD R. BROWN 
DAVID B. WHrrCOMB KA1HLEEN SMITH JEANNE EWOIT 
SUSANNE W. WHrrCOMB ABDULHAMIDZUREICK KENillCKY MARGARET R. FRITZ 
ALVIN WHITE HOWARD B. ALTMAN JUDY GOINGS 
MICHIGAN LOREE BYKERK NEW YORK SHEilA SCHURER 
EDGRIFFlN BllLCLliTE ROBERT BOICE JOEL SCHWARTZ 
DONAlD B. HALOG NANCY JO EGLY DAVID E. BRIGHAM JOAN F. TURNER 
BARBARA HOFER TED E. HARTIJNG LAURA BUKOVSAN V. VANDER BOGART 
RICHARD F. LEWIS MARILYN M. LEACH JUDY CHfiTENDEN BENJAMIN WARD 
MRS. WILBERT MCKEACHIE JOYCE POVLA.CS LUNDE BilL COHEN 
WILBERT MCKEACHIE JAMES MARLIN JONATHAN COLLEIT ~ORIH IMKQIA 
WILUAM E. MOORE KENNETH W. NIKELS DORCAS COLVIN MYRAHAGA 
RUTH D. ROEBKE-BERENS KATHLEEN OLESON CHRISTOPHER DARDIS CARI..AHESS 
JAMES P. SULLIVAN NANCY W. SORENSEN ROBERT M. DIAMOND GERAlD LAWRENCE 
SUSAN CONlEY WEEKS ROBERT C. SORENSEN JUDY EGELSTON-DODD DANIEL R. RICE 
PETER SUZUKI ROBERT ELMES DEANNA STRACKBEIN 
MINNESQIA IV ALYN J. VAN EVERY NANCY FABRIZE 
CHARLES ANSTAD B. J. WHEELER RUTH FEDERMAN .QHIQ 
CAROLE J. BLAND DANIEL W. WHEElER KATHERINE K. GO'ITSCHALK EDWARDBAUM 
LESLEY K. CAFARELU MYRA S. WIUIITE PETER J. ORA Y GEORGE A. BOHUN 
LARRY COPES DEUVEE L. WRIGHf JOHNW.HALL RONALD K. BOYER 
TOM CREED NORMA E. HENDERSON JOAN BUCKlEY 
ROBERTFALK NEvADA HOWARD KRAMER LANCEBUHL 
MICHAEL FIElD WD.LIAM N. CATHEY HARRY G. LANG NANCY CHISM 
CHARLES M. ORA Y JOSEPH N. CROWLEY NANCY LUND PHILIP G. COTIELL. JR. 
BARBARA B. HEI.LING JUDY MOlNER MILTON D. COX 
EDWINA HERTZBERG NE:»: HAMJ!SHIRE BEITY MORROW JOHN 0. GEIGER 
UNDA RAE HILSEN MERLE LARRACEY THOMAS E. NYQUIST G. R. "DICK" HORTON 
DFAN HUSTUFT ANN BRIITW AUNG LARRY K. QUINSLAND MARY PAT MANN 
RON HYBERTSON NEIL R. WYLIE ALTON 0. ROBERTS ANNEPRUTIT 
M.RAJKARIM VICKIE ROBINSON MARY RAINEY 
RUSSElL LEE NEW JERSEY NEIL RUDIN JAMES M. RAMSEY 
MIRIAMK.LO BEVERLEYT. AMICK PETER SELDIN G. ROGER SElL 
TOM MASON DONALD H. AMICK RITA SIL YERMAN RONALD A. SERVAIS 
MARIE MCNEFF LYNN ATWATER SAILYSKYER CHRISTINE A. STANLEY 
PATIMEISEL PATRICKBIESTY JFANSMITH BRUCEM. TAYLOR 
CHETMEYFRS DANIEL BURKE TAM SPITZER DAVID A. VERRIER 
SHARON MILTICH niOMAS BURTNEIT CHARLES SPUCHES 
MARY MISHLER MINNIE CAMPBElL SPEUOS T. STAMAS OKIAHQMA 
KENNEIH PENGElLY ElLEN OOMERR>RD MARTHA TAYLOR I... DEE FINK 
JFAN SANIURD REPLINGER MARY DFAN DUMAIS DAVID G. TAYLOR-WAY LYNN PIERCE 
PATR:n..EY MARTIN FINKELSTEIN DAVID C. TEMPLETON 
l.EANE RUI'HERR)RD NANCYFREUDENIHAL ANTONIOIDSCANO QREGON 
DANA K. SCHUMACHER UON F. GARNINER MARYC.WARE USA DUBA-BIEDERMANN 
LOUISA SMITH STEVEGOUN NATHAN S. WASHI'ON LORENEKRam 
ANNE B. SWANSON MAUREEN GRANf DAVID WAY DOUGLAS L. ROBERTSON 
PAULTREUER ALBERT HAKIM CATHERINE WEll.ER 
BILL WAGNER RICHARD HART Wll.llAM E. WELTY fE~~SIL V A~IA 
Bll.L R. WEBSTER MADELYNM. HEALY WENDEL B. WICKLAND SUSAN A. AMBROSE 
PHD...IP KAYAL KENI' WINCHESTER JOHN W. ANDERSON 
MISSOURI CAROLE KRAUTHAMER JANE R. BECKER 
RFNEE T. BE'IZ MARTHA LA BARE ~QRIH ~ARQLI~A ARVID J. BLOOM 
CHARLES BONWELL MARILYN A. lARSEN MARTHA S. ARNOLD PEARL M. BRIERE 
D. DFAN DUNHAM, JR. ANN F. LUCAS SAlLY ATKINS SUZANNE S. BROWN 
JANINE C. EDWARDS RAWLEY D. LUCAS ElAINI L. BINGHAM RAYMOND W. CAMPBELL 
P. PAUL HEPPNER JEROME F. MEGNA KATillEENT. BRINKO ORINCHEIN 
DEBRAH JEFFERSON Wll..FRED MEVES MARY FLOYD ROBERT F. FALK 
STEPHEN KNEESHAW PHYLUSMORE ANNE GREER EDWIN FENTON 
K. C. MORRISON LOIS C. NICHOLS ANNETTE GREENlAND DORamY FRAYER 
DIANE R. YOM SAAL RICHARD J. NICHOLS W.HUGH HAGAMAN DORamYGISH 
EUGENIA M. PALMEGIANO CHARLES M. KRESZOCK HEITIE GRAFF 
MONTANA BETSY RODRIQUES-BACHILLER JON KWIATKOWSKI RHONDA H. JACOBSEN 
JOANNE G. OORTESE BERNHARD W. SCHOLTZ WILUAM E. UGHfFOOf EliZABETH LARSEN 
GLORIA LAMBER1Z ANA MARIA SCHUHMANN MAROON! MONTEIRO ROBERT LARSON 
MYRNA SMITH EDWARD M. NEAL DEBORAMAHLSTEUf 
NEBRASKA MORTON E. WINSTON RICHARD PALMER • WILUAM MOREHOUSE 
JFAN S. AIGNER SHERIDA YODER lOlA PEED-NEAL GlENN M. NELSON 
DIANE ANDREWS JOHN A. PRITCHE'IT, JR. EDWIN E. NIEVES 
DONAIDBAUM NEW MEXICO MILTON READY JUDriH GHE'ITI OMMEN 
ESniER M. BROOKS IX>NALD M. BOEHNKER MARY SCHUMAKER KATillEENPAGANA 
fE!S!SS:XI~~A!SIA AlAN R. KEElE AUSTRALIA JAMAICA 
DONAlD RACKIN HEI..ENEDWARDS HY ACINTII EVANS 
CAROL A RADICH ~ERMONT INGRID MOSES 
LOREIT A RAMSEY SHERYL HRUSKA SAJ.!UI ARABIA 
TERRY RAY CA!SAUA MOHAMMED A MUUA 
CARLAM. RYBA ~IRGINIA CHERYL AMUNDSEN 
Ell.EEN SHUL1Z DAN ABEL JANEITEBAKER SCOTLA!SU 
JOAN S. THOMSON NORMA BATCHELDER ROGERTBARNSLEY GEORGE GORDON 
MARGAREfWAIERMAN BONNIE S. BRAUN VIBIENERT 
MICHAEL WEISS JUDY BURTNER AlAN BUZZARD SI!SGA£QRE 
FREDRIC WILD DIANE FUQUA MAUREENBOGDANOWICZ LIAN FOOK-SlllN 
DINA WIU.S WILLIAM 0. HALL. JR. GLYNIS WILSONBOULIBEE 
ROBERT J. WRIGHf JUDITH JONES BEACLARK SQJ.!IH AERI!:A 
ROBERTE.YANTORNO MICHAEL JOYCE AUCE COLLINS I.BAARD 
MARY LOU 7ANICH MICHAEL I.AMBUR SUSAN COWAN ALDUPREFZ 
JESSE Lll..ES RUIH D'HOILANDER F. C. PRIOR 
BliQilE ISI,A!Sil NANCY LOHMANN KAREN DAVISON-WOOD D. SMITH 
ROBERTDAS~CA IDMMOEILER ROBERT DEBUYSSCHER J. VILJOEN 
BEITE LASERE ERICKSON ANGELAM. NEILAN MEI-FE! ELRICK 
GLENN R. ERICKSON THOMAS L PASTERNAK MAURRY EPSTEIN 
HARRIEr W. SHERIDAN LINDA C. PEITY ANDY FARQUHARSON 
DEANNE SHUMAN ALEXFASERUK 
SQJ.!IH UAKQIA ROY SMITH GllllAN FENWICK 
STEWART BEllMAN PENNY HANSEN 
CYNI'HIA GRAY WMIII!SGIQ!S RET A LEE HARRISON 
SHARON L TEBBEN PHIL BACKLUND CAROL-ANN HAYCOCK 
STEVENBURKEIT HARV HONSBERGER 
IE!S!SESSEE DONAlD BUSHAW JOHN HUMPHREY 
KENNETH R. BAIN KFN CAUfOUN WILUAMIAMS 
LYNNDA J. EMERY RICHARD CRAIN, JR. JOHN KIRKNESS 
GARY EMMONS JOHN A DAVIS CHRISIDPHER KNAPPER 
K. PAUL X>NES KA1HI.EEN D. EASTER PAUIEITE IACHANCE 
GEORGE E. SIMMS SHIRLEY HARRIS-LEE JESSICA L IATSHA W 
RICHARD lAW WILUAM K.IATSHA W 
I EX AS MARGAREf LEWIS MARJORIE MACKINNON 
DEBORAH ADER TERRY MARTIN FRANK MILLER 
LEN AINSWOR1H X>DY D. NYQUIST DIANE MORRISON 
ERA BUCK BARBARA SMITH BRUCE MOXLEY 
WIU1AM COOPER UBBYSIREEf HARRYMURRA Y 
MARY LYNN CROW RICHARD W. THOMPSON SW ARESH NARINE 
GERARD A DJZINNO DEBORAH WINTER GORDON PAGE 
CHARLES P. EWaiT DONAlD WUlFF SERGIO PICCININ 
GERALD G. FARR GARY POOLE 
BllllE GA YLEGRAHAM 1\:ASlii!SGIQ!S, Jl,C, GAIL RIDDElL 
IDMHANKS ANN S. FERREN BENIEROED 
NANCY HA,RR.ISON MARY ANN REHNKE GRAHAM SKANES 
U'.EHFNSLEY RONALD A SMITH 
ROSEMARY B. HUGHES WISCQ!SSI!S VERNER SMIIHERAM 
GLENN ROSS JOHNSON lARRY ArnERISON RICHARD G. IIBERIUS 
MARTY KINARD CHRISTINA BAUM JACQUEUNE WAKEFIEW 
KARRON G. LEWIS RUSSElL BlAKE W. AlAN WRIGHf 
ANNEITELINDSEY DAVID R. BUCKHOLIJI' 
WIU1AM K. MYGDAL GERANEDOUGHERTY EI!SLANU 
ERIN PORTER MERLENE DWINELL RAINER NYBERG 
Wll.llAM J. QUINN IDMFRANKUN 
All..EN RICHMAN SANDRA HOLMES GERMANY 
KEliARUJZ SUSAN KAHN DIETRICH V. QUEIS 
MARll.l.A SVINICKI MARY KAY KRAMP 
SANDRA TOMLINSON JANEfMALONE liQ!SG KQ!SG 
DON TYLER X>ANNORTH PAT BOYLE 
BEND.WFLCH FDWARD NUHFER MAVIS KELLY 
FAYE PERKINS JONATHON MARSH 
JJIAil NEAL PROCHNOW KEN STAFR>RD 
THOMAS J. DEWNG GARY E. ROHDE JULIANNE WONG 
DONALD K. JARVIS KENNETH J. ZAHORSKI 
2 YEAR INSTITUTION 
PATRICKBIESTY 
JOHNBOEHRER 









ELIZABETH F. FIDELER 
BIIllE GA YLEGRAHAM 





DIANA K. KElLY 
MICHAELA KERWIN 
LINDA KROPP 
RALPH G. LEWIS 
RICHARD F. LEWIS 
RONMANZONI 
RON J. MCBEATH 
JEROME F. MEGNA 
MARY AUCEMERRYMAN 
WILFRED MEVES 
CHARLES R. MILLER 
MARTHA NESBriT 
JUDITH L. RHOADS 
SHIRIEYRONK.OWSKI 
CHARMIAN B. SPERLING 
LDUIS J. SWIFf 
SHARON L. TEBBEN 
SANDRA 1UMLINSON 
DON TYLER 




MEUSSA T. HOWE 




















STEPHEN G. BEMILLER 
RENEE T. BE1Z 
ELAIN1 L. BINGHAM 
CAROLE J. BLAND 
ARVID J. BLOOM 
GEORGE A BOHlEN 
CHARLES BONWELL 










WILlJAM E. COFFEY 





GARBEr W. DERUITER 
JACK DESJARDIN 




MARY DEAN DUMAIS 














JOHN 0. GEIGER 
K. GOODHUE-MCWD.llAMS 









MADELYN M. HEALY 
NORMA E. HENDERSON 
UNDA RAE HILSEN 
CAROL R. HOLDER 
SANDRA HOLMES 
SUSAN HOL1UN 




ClARA M. JENNINGS 
MEMBERS BY INSTITUTIONAL TYPE 
K. PAUL JONES 
MICHAEL JOYCE 
M.RAJKARIM 
PHILIP KAY AL 
JACK KELLER 
KENNETH H. KLEIN 
DONALD D. KOETKE 
CAROL KRAUfHAMER 
CHARLES M. KRESZOCK 
JOANNE KURFISS 
HARRY G. LANG 
MERLE lARRACEY 
ELIZABETH LARSEN 
MARILYN A LARSEN 
MARILYN M. LEACH 
JERRY C. LEE 
RUSSElL LEE 
MARGARIIT LEWIS 




ANN F. LUCAS 







GERALD A MCBEATH 
EUZABETH A MCDANIEL 
SUSAN MEIER 
PATTMEISEL 




MARY C. MOORE 
WllllAM MOREHOUSE 
DEITY MORROW 
LOIS C. NICHOLS 
RICHARD J. NICHOLS 
KENNETH W. NIKELS 
AUEENPACENILSEN 
JAMES F. NISS 
JOAN NORTH 
EDWARD NUHFER 
THOMAS E. NYQUIST 
DIANA PAGE 
EUGENIA M. PALMEGIANO 
REBECCA PARKER 
KENNETH PENGEIL Y 
FAYE PFRKINS 
UNDA C. PEITY 
JOHN A PRITCHE'IT, JR. 
NEAL PROCHNOW 
lARRY K. QUINSLAND 
FRANK RABOLD 
CAROL A RADICH 




DOUGLAS L. ROBERTSON 
VICKIE ROBINSON 
B. RODRIQUES-BACHILLER 
Rlml D. ROEBKE-BERENS 
GARY E. ROHDE 
NEIL RUDIN 
LEANE RUTHERR>RD 
BERNHARD W. SCHOLTZ 
ANA MARIA SCHUHMANN 
DANA K. SCHUMACHER 
PETER SElDIN 
RONALD A SERVAIS 
DAVID SHARPE 
FREDERICK SHEPPARD 
PAMElA D. SHERER 
RITA SIL YERMAN 
SAil.. Y SKYER 
SHARON E. SMALDINO 




SPEUOS T. STAMAS 
EllEN STEVENS 
LIBBY STREET 
JAMES P. SULUV AN 
PETER SUZUKI 
BRUCEM. TAYLDR 
DAVID C. TEMPLETON 




VIRGINIA VANDER BOGART 
TERRY ANNE VIGIL 







NATHAN S. W ASHTON 
BILL R. WEBSTER 
MICHAEL WEISS 
WilLIAM M. WELTY 
WENDEL B. WICKlAND 
MOR1UN E. WINS1UN 
RUDOLF WOMACK 















RHONDA H. JACOBSEN 
MARTHA lA BARE 
GLDRIA lAMBER'IZ 
CQMfBE~BE~SIVE ~ BEALIB SCI~CES JANE R. BECKER RICHARD PALMER 
LARRY IDVElL-TROY RAYMOND W. CAMPBELL BEVERLEY BLACK MICHAEL PAULSEN 
MARIE MCNEFF BARBARA BLACKBOURN lOLA PEED-NEAL 
PHYillS MORE LAW 1 DONAlD M. BOEHNKER WilliAM PENDERGAST 
WilliAM J. QUINN JEAN SANBORN LAURA BORDER B. PENDIEI'ON-PARKER 
JEAN SANR>RD REPLINGER LARRY G. SUlTON RONAlD K. BOYER KEITH R. PRIOR 
All.EN RICHMAN BONNIE S. BRAUN ANNEPRunT 
ERIC B. SHUMWAY LAW 2 PEARL M. BRIERE IDREITA RAMSEY 
GEORGE E. SIMS CHEf MEYERS DONAlD R. BROWN PAUUNE RANKIN 
ELAINE SPENDIDVE JUDY BURTNER JOROBERTS 
TAMSPriZER LIDEBAL ABIS 1 STFPHEN CARROLL RAY RODRIQUES 
ANNE B. SWANSON JOHN W. ANDERSON NANCY CHISM ElLEN SARKISIAN 
KA11IIEENL WARD RUSSElL BlAKE WINNIE B. COOKE JOELSCHW ARTZ 
PATRICK E. WHITE 1UMCREED NARLDA VIDSON G. ROGER SElL 
KENNETH J.ZAHORSKI MERLENEMOODYDWINEIL BARBARA GROSS DAVIS MARY ANN SHEA 
PEI'ER FREDERICK WilL DAVIS EilEEN SHULTZ 
DQCIQBAI· 1 JOHNW.HALL NANCY A DIAMOND RONAlD D. SIMPSON 
lEN AINSWOR1H BARBARA B. HELLING LYNN EVANS KA1HLEEN S.MIDI 
HOWARD B. ALTMAN JUUE ROY JEFFREY EDWIN FENTON SYBIL SMITII 
LINDA F. ANNIS THOMAS L PASTERNAK BRANGWYN RXJI'E CHRISTINE A STANLEY 
EDWARDBAUM KATHERINE H. PRICE LA VON GAPPA RU1H A STREVEI.ER 
DAVIDR.BUCKHOLDT DEBORAH DUNANNWINI'ER UON F. GARDINER MARILlA SVINICKI 
PHillP G. COTIELL. JR. DIANEZANNONI ANNEGEER MARTHA TAYLOR 
MIL1UN D. COX FRANK GILlESPIE DAVID G. TAYLOR-WAY 
JAMES R. DAVIS I.IDEB.:\L ABIS ~ JUDY GOINGS JOAN S.1HOMSON 
1HOMAS J. DEl.DNG ROBERT F. FALK DANIFLGOROFF STFPHEN1UUEFSON 
LYNNDAJ. EMERY LEE HENSLEY KA1HERINEOOITSCHALK JOAN F. TURNER 
MARGARET R. FRITZ SHERYL HRUSKA JAMES D. GREENBERG DAVID A VERRIER 
G. R. "DICK" HOR1UN STFPHENKNEESHAW P. PAUL HEPPNER PRISCILLA VISEK. 
DONAlD K. JARVIS MARYKAYKRAMP H. HERNAND.EZ-GRA VEUE DIANE R. VOM SAAL 
KENNETH F. JERICH ROBERT LARSON JIM HEROD LEE WARREN 
ALAN R. KEELE JAMES MARTIN KAY HERR MARGAREI'WATERMAN 
HELEN l.AMBIN MICHAEL M MORRIS AlLANHERSCHFIEID DAVID WAY 
GINI MATIJTE-BIANCHI ROUSSFAU MUKENGE BARBARA HOFER BEND. WELCH 
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